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Women's hoops coach
Curt Miller has been a
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Lock could
keep tuition
costs lower
in future
New program keeps
steady tuition price
for eligible students
By Megan Schmidt
PIPORTER

J8URNAL1STS NATIONWIDE PUSH ALL LEVELS
If GOVERNMENT T8 RELEASE INFORMATION
By Martha Mendoza
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Many federal agencies fall tar short of the requirements of the Freedom of Information Act,
repeatedly failing to meet reporting deadlines while citizens wait ever longer for documents, an
Associated Press review has found.
Requests for information ranging from historical records to federal contracts usually take
months and sometimes years to be filled; most departments missed the Feb. 1 deadline to
send legally required annual reports to the lusrjce Department (and many still haven't been
submitted) and the lustke Department has simply stopped producing its annual summary of
FOIA reports.
"Federal FOIA is the water torture. It's just drip drip drip You wait and you wait and you wait,"
said Charles Davis who heads the National I ■ () I Coalition.
The Freedom of Information Act, signed 40 years ago by President Johnson, dictates that
federal records must be shared with the public unless they involve national security or private
information about an individual or business.
lohnson's statement at the signing "A democracy works best when the people haw all the
information that the security of the Nation permits," has been echoed repeatedly by lawmakers
in both parties in recent years, who have updated the law periodically with deadlines and restrictions to prompt quicker responses.
An AP analysis of about 250 annual FOIA reports submitted to the lusticc Department between
1996 and 2005 found th.it:
■ Backlogs are increasing at most agencies. The total number of requests pending at the 15
executive departments at the end of Fiscal Year 2004 was 147,810, a 24 percent increase over
FOIA, PAGE 7
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rofits
from free trade pact
NAFTA helps Ohio
become sixth largest
U.S. state for exports
By Jacqueline Rabe
REPORTER

Trade between Mexico and the
United States is at record levels due to the North Atlantic
Free Trade Alliance, and Ohio
is gaining significantly from
the agreement.
Since nearly 25 percent of
Ohio's agricultural product is
exported outside the country
international trade remains
one of the most important
issues for Ohio's economic success said |oe Comely from the
Ohio Farm Bureau.
"1 don't know any industry
that would be profitable if they
had to give up 25 percent of
what they sell," Comely said.
NAFTA has helped free up
the market system by eliminating international trade barriers
and Ohio has taken advantage
of this — becoming the sixth
largest state for exports in the
United States, Comely said
"Success depends on how
available you are to international markets — and Ohio is
very available," he said.

The Ohio Department of
Agriculture has helped Ohio
farmers become more available to international markets
by leading trade missions
that increase awareness and
demand for Ohio products. In
2004 these missions resulted
in an $8.1 million increase in
annual sales and around 120
new jobs in Ohio said a press
release from the ODA.
Mark Kosoff, economics professor at the University, said
Ohio has had so much success with exports because of
its proximity to Canada who
invests in more than 50 percent of Ohio's exports.
Nationally, the U.S. exports
23 percent of its total goods to
Canada — quite a difference
from Ohio's exports pattern.
"This trade with Canada has
created thousands of jobs in
Ohio" Kosoff said. "For every
billion dollars in trade about
20.000 jobs are created, and for
Ohio most of these jobs are
in manufacturing, which are
higher paying."
Specifically, NAFTA has
helped open trade for the leep
plant located in Toledo as well

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

h2o travels south to help
with hurricane clean-up
By Stephanie Spencer
REPORTER

"After six months it looks like
New Orleans hasn't even
been touched."
Jessica Cooper was one of
25 BGSU students to go on
h2o church's spring break tr
ip to help rebuild New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina devastated the area last August.
Members of h2o use campus
for church services and activities as an outlet for local college
students or other young people in the Bowling Green area.
Volunteers fundraised at their
local churches to pay for transportation and food on the trip
and left March 3. When they
reached New Orleans, the students met up with others from
Ball State to begin the weeklong process of demolition
and reconstruction.
Matt McCoure, one of h2o's
group leaders, started his
work each day on the trip at
dawn with hard labor after
traveling the 25 minutes each
day to the work site from
Slidell, Louisiana.
H20,PAGE 2

MAFIA, PAGE 2
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VIOLENCE IN RENO
SCHOOL: An eighth
grader opened fired on
his classmates in Reno,
Nev. Two were injured.
Learn more about
Nattianiel Myars BGNew
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TO BUILD A HOUSE: Stephanie Benore. an h2o church member, sands
drywall in a home in Slidell, Louisiana.

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

If there is only one tiling students
can count on regarding their
tuition costs each year, it is that
they will rise.
But a new financial aid program bdng offered to next year's
freshman class by the University
will seek to ensure that there are
no Surprises when it comes to
paying for an education.
The Tuition Certainty Program,
set to launch for the '2000-2007
school year, will allow "high
need" students who meet certain
criteria to "lock" the price of their
tuition from one year to the next.
I lie price paid for tuition as a
freshman would be identical to
what was paid as a senior — it
would never increase during four
years of college.
Students who expect their families can contribute no more than
$6,000 to their tuition as determined by the Free Application
lor Federal Student Aid are those
qualified for the program.
Once deemed eligible, as long
as they continue to meet the
program's requirements—which
include maintaining a 3.0 (iPA
and completing at least 30 credit hours each year — students
would receive annual scholarships to make up the difference
between the "locked" rate and
the actual rate.
According to Craig Cornell,
IKiSU's financial aid director, the
Tuition Certainty Program allows
students to plan ahead for how
they will pay for college, since
they can immediately determine
exactly how much four years of
tuition will cost.
I laving a concrete idea of how
much money they will need
makes the long-term goal of
paying for school more feasible,
he said.
Cornell also said the program
keeps students academically
motivated to remain eligible for
the tuition lock, by keeping their
grades up and a "timely graduation." since they must take a
course load of 30 credit hours
per year.
However, he said low-income
students who might juggle a job
with their class work and cannot .inn ul full-time shouldn't feel
discouraged from pursuing oilier
types of scholarships.
"This is the way we built the
program, so those who fit the
criteria as full-time students can

SUNDAY
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BG courts good places to learn system
Municipal Courts
an inviting place for
students and others

"I would like to see people
understand the system. I think it
is die best in the world and I don't
think a lot of people understand

By Man Clark
in ro««s to11o»

But for Wood County Clerk of
Conns Rebecca Bhaer, who is in
charge of managing records for
trials held in Common llcas. the
most important reason to visit is
the historic, beautiful architecture
of the recently renovated courthouse located two blocks from
campus.
"We have a very beautiful
courthouse, everyone should visit
once." she said.
Standing on its grand staircase,
surrounded in marble more than
a century old, many arc drawn
above: The high ceiling is lined
with an array of stained glass filtering the invading noonday sun.
Unexpected attractions in a
building when' murderers are convicted, marriages are terminated
and civil cases arc settled through
massive financial awards.

For

freshman

According to the book "Wood
County Courthouse Historical
Highlights 1894-1994" by Paul
Willis lones, construction of
the courthouse began in 1893.
took direc years and required
the delivery of 750 train carloads
of material.
At the time, tiic clock tower
that dominates the city's skies
was notable for its large, metal
dials, which were the second
largest in the country at 16 feet
in length. The tower rises 195 feet
above ground level.
The modernized H. II.
Richardson Romanesque architecture features not only marhie, which is found throughout
thi' structure in various places,
but also sandstone, granite
and limestone.
However, most come to
Common Pleas for business.
Access to records for genealogical, historical and criminal
research is handled through
Bhaer's office. Passports can

that," he said

Mackenzie

Mc Huberts, the draw is history
and architecuiro. Senior Brian
Warga visils lo further liis career
ihrongh an Internship. And little
( aden Sheet) weni to become
adopted. Hut despite the myriad
of services and attractions the)
oiler to the community, many
students never make a visit to
the local courts.
Both the modern Bowling
Green Municipal Court and
its 110-year old grandfather
the Wood County Court of
Common Pleas are great places to learn about the justice
system, according to Student
Legal Services Attorney Rodney
Fleming, who encourages students to visit.

also be applied for and notaries
filed. The office is located on the
second floor.
"We arc always very open to
showing people around. Very
Friendly." she said, adding that
while most tours are handled by
court security, all die elected officials are lupp\ to show citizens
around as well.
The Common Pleas handles
felony criminal cases and civil
ciiscs involving more than
$15,000. Nearly all are open to
die public.
Citizens also visit Common
Pleas for civil protection cases
such as mental health cases,
wrongful death cases, minor settlement cases, protection orders,
wills, estates, name changes
and adoptions.
For a look at smaller cases,
such as those involving misdemeanors where fines are no
greater dian S1000 and sentences
arc no greater than six months,
one should turn to the Municipal

Mexico, Canada need U.S. trade
NAFTA, FROM PAGE I

as many other businesses.
"Mexico has terrible minis
and thcicisdcfinitely a demand
for leeps," Kosoff said. Before
NAFTA trade for leep was difficult with Mexico, but not now."
This "easier" trade between

the three countries has made
Canada the largest trading
partner with the United States
,ni(i Mexico corning in second.

However, statistics show that
Canada and Mexico are much
more dependent on the United
States than the U.S. is on them.
The United States is the most
Important trade partner for
MadCO since 876 percent of its
exports go to the U.S. while only
13.6 percent of U.S. exports go
to Mexico.
Canada follows a similar
pattern with 85.1 percent of
its exports going to the United
states while only 23 percent of
U.S. exports go lo Canada.
Kosoff credits this disproporlional trade to the fact that
the United States wants to buy
goods at the cheapest price
available — even if the] inbuying from another country.
It just doesn't make sense to
buy a product for a higher price
when a lower price is available."

BG NEWS

Kosoff said.
But not everyone feels that
lower prices for goods will
always stimulate the economy.
"While cheaper goods might
be a result of NAFTA, many
laborers will lose their jobs."
Candace Archer said, professor of political science at the
University. "It's difficult to deal
with NAFTA because of die wide
range of perspectives. One group
might see its benefits, another
might hate it, and another not
even care or notice."
One group that holds disregard for NAFTA is the National
Family
Farm
Coalition,
which is an organization of
small farms that feel they arc
unable to compete with this
international market.
"The natives on the land
should have the right to provide the food for its people,"
said Bill Christison, from NIT C.
"NAFTA gives privileges to large
forms and none In family farms.
Therefore, small farms cannot
compete and the farmers are
forced off their land."
Christison said small fanns
are at a disadvantage because
NAFTA nearly eliminates the
trade barriers previously placed
on foreign goods and small
domestic farms are forced to

compete with wealthy international farms and routinely fail.
In Mexico when NAFTA was
signed, the Chiapas rebellion
began, which was comprised
of mostly small farmers who
could not lower their prices to
compete with rich international
markets. When they did lower
their prices, major debt began
to occur. One Mexican fanner
describes his frustration in the
book "Maya Vision" saying,
"they set the prices for the fruit
of our labor."
Hut Kosoff said trade barriers should not protect
overpriced goods.
"Sugar is protected in the U.S.
by their political power," he said.
"And this is unfair. If we can
get sugar cheaper elsewhere, we
should be allowed to do so."
While small farms may be at
a disadvantage according to die
NFFC, the economy and standard of living has continued to
rise since the signing of NAFTA
in all tiiree countries.
"This success proves the
American, Canadian and
Mexican farmer can compete
widi each other,'' Comely said.
"But what they cannot compete
with is foreign governments
setting up international barrier
for trade."

According to Reddin, by visiting
hearings citizens can get a better
idea of how die law works and
how the legal process takes place.
"I think it is important from
a civic standpoint. Seeing the
court system in action personally dispels misconceptions about
what may take place in a court,"
he said.
According
to
Reddin,
Wednesday afternoons are
the best for rraffic and criminal cases, but the court also
hears cases on Monday and
Friday mornings.
"It's not that we don't
hold court on other days but
Wednesdays are our most
animated," he said.
One of the more interesting attractions to be seen at
the Municipal Court is a video
arraignment.Reddinsaid. During
such proceedings, accused individuals enter a plea from their

TEAM SPIRIT

H20, FROM PAGE 1

Vice president
incorrectly cited

"It was extremely sad." he
said. "We met this one woman
who was so stubborn that she
refused to leave her neighborhood. She had lived in her
car after the storm destroyed
her house and had just recently bought a trailer. After she
moved in we helped her set up
her electricity and tried to talk
to her for a few minutes."
This woman was one of many

they met who felt so connected
to the area that they stayed
even after they lost their homes
and belongings.
"These individuals are desperate to talk to somebody, they
were appreciative and encouraging, always keeping an optimistic outlook," McCoure said. Our
group did really well with coping
with reality and being positive,
even after working 12 hours a
day. They realized that there was
so much work to be done, we
really did all that we could."

ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2006
Campbell Hill Townhouses - ONLY (1) three bedroom left!!
334 North Main Street - ONLY (2) three bedrooms left!!
Field Manor Apartments - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
522 East Merry Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
501 Pike Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
425 East Court - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!

COURTS, PAGE 7

Tuition lock
only available
to new, fulltime students
TUITION, ROM PAGE 1

Ionian Flower BG Nevis
TRIUMPHANT CELEBRATION: The Columbus Grove Bulldogs
celebrate after winning in the semifinals against Continental 4640. Hundreds flocked to Anderson Arena lo see the game.

Students help continue clean-up in south

CORRECTIONS
In yesterday's issue of The
BG News, Ed Whipple was
incorrecdy cited in "Optional
abortion surprises students"
as the vice president for
Academic Affairs. Whipple
is the vice president of
Student Affairs.

Court located on I iiinbtidge Rd.
near the Copper Beech Town
I lomes apartment complex.
Both courts keep the same
hours, Monday through Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., except legal
holidays and the first and third
Wednesday of the month, when
the Municipal closes at 6 p.m.
The Municipal Court also handles small claims civil cases, such
as security deposit disputes and
trouble with contractors such as
painters or mechanics.
Small claims cases are those
often featured on daytime court
television shows, but for a first
hand experience one should
check the court's Web site,
bgcourt.org, for a schedule of
upcoming cases.
Citizens may also contact the
Municipal Clerk of Courts office
at 419-352-5263, which may help
them plan an effective visit.
Cases are heard by Judge Mark
B. Reddin and MagistratcThomas
I. McDermott.

Volunteers brought hope to
families who had lost everything. Personal possessions
that had been water-logged and
left behind still sat in front yards
after the owners had given up
and moved away.
Jessica Burkholder gave up
spring break with her family in order to lake the trip to
New Orleans.
"I guess I wanted people to
get their lives back, to put a face
on the situation and overall to
bring hope." she said.
Burkholder's group talked
with a man named Steve who
had moved to Tennessee with
his family after the hurricane.
With his family safe, Steve
made the trip from Tennessee
h 111 n i ISI.I i I.I 11 el |uu ii I v a nil was
trying to do the work alone.
"His whole house was flooded six to eight feet and all of his
things were ruined. It really was

heartbreaking, he said that if
we wouldn't have helped him it
might have taken him months
to repair all of the damage,"
Burkholder said.
After the students relumed
they still remained optimistic
about New Orleans.
"I was glad of how thankful they all were, just to have
this help. We saw a woman
who had a shopping cart to
her name. We gave her a cup
of coffee and she acted like
she had just won the lottery,"
Cooper said.
The group mostly worked
on ripping out drywall, throwing away old furniture and
repairing anything that wasn't
beyond recognition.
Fven though h2o volunteered their time, the work is
far from over with more to be
done, even six months after
the storm.

take advantage of it," he said.
"We try to hit all the different
pockets of srudents and meet
all different needs widi other
programs, too."
Even though part-rime students are not eligible, USG
president Aaron Shumaker,
who attended several presentations of the Tuition
Certainty Program during its
formation process, said he
thinks the program will have
great benefit for many fulltime students.
"We realize tuition will
increase every year," he said.
"And with die way current
trends are going, it's great for
them to offer this lock for students to plan for their next
four years."
Shumaker also said the program was inspiring because
of the innovative approach it
takes to financial aid.
"I haven't heard of anything like it before," he said.
"I'm really encouraged by
how creative of a response it
is to the financial demands
students face."
But some students, such
as laimee Green, junior, said
they wish the tuition lock
option would have been
available when they were
incoming freshmen — since
students who enrolled prior
to fall 2006 do not qualify for
the scholarships.
Green, who is financing her
education by herself, said she
understands why the program
is not being offered to current
students like her.
"1 guess you have to start a
program like that somewhere,"
she said. "I just realty wish that
was offered to me when I was
a freshman."
Cornell said in order to
establish the program, a cutoff point had to be established,
but current students still have a
wide variety of other loans and
scholarships for which they
can apply.
"'Hide's always aid available
to students, as long as investing
in education is a choice they
choose to make," he said.
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TRIAL PENDING FOR KANSAS STATE PROF.
(U-WIRE) MANHATTAN, Kan. — Following his arrest
on Thursday, Kansas State University professor John
Uhlarik continues to be under investigation by police.
Uhlarik was arrested on charges of stalking and
violating a protective order. Uhlarik also was arrested
for stalking in May of 2004.

get a

life

calendar of events
9 am. - 5 p.m.
Research Project Clinics
Call 372-6943 lor an Appointment.
lerome Library
10a.m. - Noon; 1-3pm
St. Patrick's Day Fundraiser
The American Marketing Asset will
be selling St Patrick's Day items.
Union Lobby
10 am. -2 p.m.
Pot O'luck Drawing
Sponsored by Amencan Red Cross
BGSU Chapter.
Union Lobby
10- 11:30a.m.: 2-3p.m.
Soccer Raffle
Vfomen's Soccer will be rattling off
certificates, a laptop, and a digital
camera.
Union Lobby
10:30 am.-4:30 p.m.
Jabberwock Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta.
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sale of Miracle Quilt Squares
Sponsored by Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. 1 |iin
Recruitment for Vector
Sponsored by Career Center.
Union Lobby

CAMPUS

11 am. - 2 p.m.
Hospice Fundraiser, Sponsored by Air
Force ROTC
Union Lobby

Meal fills beyond campus BG NEWS

11 am. - 2 p.m.
DM Promotional Shirt Sale, Sponsored
by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby

BGSUrve event will
focus on alleviating
problems of hunger

11 am. - 3 p.m.
Hunger Banquet Sign-up
Sponsored by Campus Involvement
Donation Collection
Union Lobby

By Nikki Jardine
0 EPORTCR

11 am.-4 p.m.
Resident Student Asscc. will be collecting donations for a VFW program
that gives phone cards to U.S. troops
Union Lobby
11 am. - 4 p.m.
Getdoumey Info Table
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p m.
Relationship Inequity in Marital
Disruption
Center for Family & Demographic
Research Speaker Series
Dr. Al DeMaris, Sociology, will discuss
"The Role of Relationship Inequity in
Marital Disruption.''
208 Union
Noon to 1 p.m.
Brown Bag Luncheon Series
Thinking Globally, Acting (UP) Locally
In recognition of Women's History
Month.
Vfomen's Center. 108Hanna Hall
Noon - 4 p in.
Dinner Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
2-4 p.m.
Sales of St. Patty's Day Gear
Sponsored by For Your Intertainmenl.
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
2-5pm
Education Abroad Info Table
Sponsored by International Programs Gamingfest Info
Sponsored by Delta Zeta.
Union Lobby
Union Lobby

ties.
"lie had a lot of good infonnation last year he was really inspii
ing and made people want to gii
out there and help with just load
hunger." Hayward said. There
is enough food produced in the
world for rvrrynnr i<> lx' fed, ii's
just distribution is so unequal."
It'sa matter of educating people.
lemon said.
"I work for SOSA and we provide a serving of food for a penny"
he stud. "My motivation is lo get
snidents there to collect pennies
to feed the poor, not only in this
country but In this state."
Lavery hopes that participants
will come out of the event with a
better teetotal of the dtBereni
levels of hunger that exists ever)
where. And "realizing that hope
fully, they will go out and help with
organizations that help light hunger." she said.
Mark Waggoner, freshman, is
helping with BGSUrve liy selling
tickets in the Union, at the COM
of two canned or non-perishable
food items. Waggoner said participants an1 encouraged to last
the day of die 1 lunger Banquet to
increase the effect of it.
"Many people would he lucky
in some parts of the world to
get a small fry," Waggoner said
.adding thai University students
have the option to just walk to
the Union and get as much food
as they want.
Waggoner said a main goal is
to raise awareness, But the event
means more than just showing up
and getting food; it's a great experience and process, he said,
The event will include a meal
that is based on a randomh
assigned social class, which will lie
the same ratio of social classes in
the world. There will he a reflective
discussion about the event after
the meal, according to I layward.
Information about local orga-

With approximately 852 million hungry people in the world,
BGSUrve is making students
aware of local and world hunger
through the annual Oxfam 1 lunger
Banquet on Tuesday. March 21.
Stephanie Hayward, chair of
BGSUrve, wants people to leave
the hunger banquet with an
understanding of "bow prevalent
world hunger is. even just in our
county, and how lucky we are."
The banquet is intended to not
only raise the awareness of world
hunger, but also help students
leam how they can help solve
the problem of hunger locally,
1 layward said.
Sara l-avery. junior and vicechair of BGSUrve. learned a lot
about hunger in the community and throughout the world,
through planning and attending
the event last year. One tiling that
really stuck with 1 avery is how differently social classes arc defined
between the United Stales and the
rest of the world.
"When compared to the rest
of the world, we're actually upper
class,'' she said. "Middle class
throughout the world isn't as well
of as the middle class we [the
United States, middle class] considered it to be."
George "Tater" lenscn, from the
Society of St. Andrew's, is going to
be a guest speaker at the event,
lensen's group gleans fields after
the fanners have harvested and
collects the excess food, which is
still perfectly edible, and gives it to
the poor, according to Hayward.
lensen was chosen as a speaker for the second year in a row
because of his motivational quali-

Brain Awareness Day
Bowling Green State
University
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The University's former
assistant director of alumni
affairs pled guilty Monday
to grand theft lor embezzling more than $T>U,000 from
BGSU's Alumni Center, and a
Parent Teacher Organization
in Rosstord.
Susan 1- Recknagel, 40,
who'd been Bnd from her job
at the University two months
ago.
now
faces
a
charge carrying up to
18 months
in prison,
and up to
$5,000
in
fines. Her
SUSAN
sentencing
RECKNAGEL
is set for
Mayl. <
Recknagel took money
from IKiSU and the Rossford
I11'O between April 2004 and
September 2005.
She had been president
of the PIT) when she began
stealing money from there.
Hossford's I'TO hasalready
been repaid the $31,000
Recknagel stole from them,
and prosecutors say they
won't push for jail time if
BGSU's Alumni Center Is full
reimbursed as well.

I «pei 11 nt i- and/or C«ur*c W»rk:
Urban foresir) dendrology1, woooS plants/tree ulrniitu.iii.ni tree btol
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Former worker will
face consequences

( lU |)F(h]MTt\

Brooke Hallmscll. Ph I) . ( (< M I'
Director of ihe School of I tearing. Speech and Language Si lenccsand the
NcurolinguistK* Laboratory at Ohio Utm cutty

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

nizarjons and vendors that help
HKIII hunger will also l>c available
,11 the banquet
Sign up for the hunger banquet is taking place In the Union
lobby between 11 a.m. and 1 pun,
until the end c>i the week or sign
up shirts can IN' obtained In the
Office of Campus Involvement.

TME

Perform lands* aping [planting, watering, mull hing), maintenance
care and pruning oftret
>h1 of-ways parks and other

Using Eye Tracking to Study Comprehension in
People with Aphasia
Presented hy

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

Source: Bread for the World

16,h March 2006

Thursday March 16,h from 1:00 to 3:00PM
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theatre
Room 206

"Home away from Home"

INTERNATIONAL t
■ More than 1.600 children die
daily ol hunger-related causes
one each live seconds.
■ In the developing world,
more lhan 1.2 billion people
currently live below the international poverty line, earning
less than $1 per day
■ Nutrition affects health, productivity and overall well-being.
Hunger can stunt growth, slow
thinking, sap energy, hinder
fetal development and contribute to mental retardation.

BRIEFING

Arboriculture Senior Park Laborer

SPEAKING OUT! THE NEUROSCIENCE OF
LANGUAGE DISORDERS (APHASIA)
PUBLIC LECTURES

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

DOMESTIC
■ 38 2 million people, including 14 million children, live in
households that experience or
risk hunger.
■ 10 7 million people live in
households that experience hunger and frequently have to skip
meals or go without food lor a
whole day.
■ Research shows children
who are preschool and schoolaged that experience severe
hunger sutler higher levels ol
chronic illness, anxiety, depression and behavior problems
than children without hunger.

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Deluxe 1 bedroom Apts.
• 2 blocks from campus

^Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Indices all utilities
Laundry facftlies

•
■
•
•

Slove, fridge, microwave. 25' TV
Full cable - $20/month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

419-352-1520

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves ■ Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
1
Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities

* Condominiums for rent!
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
{8504700/month plus uttitms
Washer and dryer hook up
One year lease minimum
1 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub In some units
Den/Office in some unto
Central air

<?2s

GREKNBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.Krecnbriarrcntals.com
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OPINION

"There is a place in this world for satire,
but there is a time when satire ends and
intolerance and bigotry toward religious
beliefs... begins."
Singer Isaac Haws, voice of the character "Chef on the cartoon."South Park."

STAFF EDITORIAL

Sunshine laws create transparency
Ohio's Public Records Act and
Ohio's Open Meetings Act. better
known as the "Sunshine Laws,"
have served journalists well in
our efforts to inform communities across the state about issues
that are important to them.
People outside of the journalism community probably
haven't heard a lot about the
Sunshine Laws.
The relevance of the Sunshine
taws in Ohio is strong. The law
gives the local city government,
BGSU's Board of Trustees and

YOU DECIDE
How have the Sunshine Laws
served you? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

campus groups clear guidelines
and repercussions as to the
availability of public records in
their care.
City and University officials

know the laws bear a lot of weight News the ability to obtain zonand the laws affect daily adminis- ing ordinance information last
spring, which significantly aided
trative operations.
It seems arbitrary, as to in our coverage of off-campus
which records are kept private housing issues.
More
recently, reporter
and which ones arc available
Jacqueline Rabe was able to obtain
to the public.
donor
records
and old Board of
A Cincinnati Enquirer story
cited complaints against ceme- Trustees meeting minutes from
teries and water pollution records the University as she prepared
that might disclose a trade secret, research on former trustee Tom
as things that aren't publicly avail- Noe, and these records helped
The BG News inform readers of
able through the Sunshine laws.
Although there are stipulations, Noe's long, complicated relationthe Sunshine Laws gave The B(i ship With BCiSU.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

Small group of
students wield
all the power
I would like to express my
concern with the decision that
the Board of Trustees made on
Friday, March 3 during their
closed meeting.
It is absolutely ridiculous (hat
access for reproductive health
care on this campus is being
restricted by a select group
of individuals lliis is highly
undemocratic — students
who will be using the I lealth
Insurance Plan were not even
Involved in the dialogue.
As a member of NARAI. ProChoicc BCiSU, 1 made the effort,
along with others, to gather
signatures before the Board of
Trustees meeting on Friday in
favor of the SI II plan which covered abortion. We obtained 383
signatures backing the coverage, all of which were turned in
to the Board of Trustees before
dieir meeting was held. Due to
the meeting being closed, students who collected signatures
and those who signed have no
way of knowing if our voices
were even heard and our opinions considered.
I would encourage all sntdents
to think about what is happening: a group of individuals are
making decisions about our
health care access without even
consulting us.
Adding the S60 fee for abortion coverage is unfair and
unreasonable. Thanks to the
Board of Trustees, the right for
students to exercise their freedom of choice has been made
even more difficult.
AMANDA M M0NYAK
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

monyakat" ligsu.edu

Responsibility
essential part
of health care
It seems to me that many folks
have failed to point out a very
important aspect of dropping
elective abortions from the
University health care plan: personal responsibility.
If a student chooses to participate in actions resulting in accidental and/or unwanted pregnancies then it is that person's
responsibility to deal with the
consequences themselves. It is
not my fault, nor the fault of any

other student, that you arc seeking an abortion.
I also believe it is hilarious
that those who feel abortion is
a viable option have to push for
it to be mandated and allowed
through health care.
It has always seemed to me
that often the things that end up
being mandated by health plans
and government agencies are the
tilings that the majority of people
don't wish to support. And for
some odd reason the minority
of people believe that, despite
the majority opinion, they are
entitled to things such as abortion. They believe it is somehow
a basic right. Well it is not and it
should not be.
1 am quite proud that elective
abortions have been dropped
from the health plan here at the
University. I think it is quite a
step in teaching students that it is
the responsibility of themselves,
friends and family to watch out
for one another and to bear the
burdens of each other on a personal basis
Cheers to the University for
supporting personal responsibility and forcing students to
think about the consequences
of their actions.
ROBERT C. GREEN II
GRADUATE STUDENT

greenfl^bgsu.edu

Liberals fail to
act on touted
values, beliefs
According to Amanda, Ann
Coulter should not be allowed
on campus because it would be
using campus funds to bring in a
political pundit.
My question is. why are you
so scared? If Coulter is indeed an
extremist, a racist, and a sexist
then her presence on campus
will only demonstrate the faults
of tlie conservative views.
But you forget something Ann
Coulter is not just an ignorant
liatemonger. Shcs highly educated, well spoken, and regularly publistied. I was at the political conference Amanda cited — although I
doubt Amanda herself was—and
can tell you that while Coulter
was frequently antagonistic, she
always presents her research and
reasoning. Now you're asking the
University to stop her from coming
because "I ler presence and speech
would fill our minds with conservative backwash.''
I would like to point out that
liberals are supposedly openminded multiculturalists. So it

comes back to the money.
Also, the money would be
coming out of the funds of the
College Republicans, so shouldn't
it lie their freedom to invite
Coulter? I'm sorry, but Amanda's
arguments don't seem to stack
up. Perhaps it's time liberals
stood behind their diversity
rhetoric and actually listened to
the opposition.

If the creators of
"South Park" make fun
of everyone equally is
it still offensive?

BRIAN KUTZLEY
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
Ixlkutzli^bgsu.edu

Funny how nobody really seems

Conservatives
not given equal
consideration
to mind when liberal speakers
like Michael Moore appear on
college campuses for fees in
upwards of $30,000, but God forbid we bring a conservative like
David Horowitz or Ann Coulter
to campus
Being conservatives, they are
obviously uneducated, racist,
homophobe, sexist monsters
whose opinions should never
be heard.
Ideas from all walks of life
would be brought to the debate
and tossed into a massive cornucopia of arguments and philosophies in the ongoing search
for truth!
A student bringing a conservative opinion to many classes
merits little more than laughter
and a brush aside in most cases.
Sit through a worid geography
class, and you too can learn how
capitalism is at odds with human
rights, and President Bush
resembles Adolf Hitler!
There sure aren't any minorities in positions of power
these days.
Perhaps the decision to bring
Ms. Coulter to campus was
made behind closed doors by
those evil trustees who only
want to raise your tuition!
They certainly never provide
a return on your investment
by improving facilities like the
student union or creating new
ones. They never help establish
financial aid or scholarship
programs either! Wouldn't it be
awesome if the trustees were
unpaid volunteers? What if we
had a trustee that donated $3.5
million out of his own pocket
for a brand new student-athlete
center? Wow, that'd be nice!
BEN WILC0X
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

brwilcotMigsu.edu

JEREMY RYAN
JUNIOR, ILA

"It it's all in good
humor, there's no
harm done."

AMBUS HUNTER
SOPHOMORE, JAZZ
STUDIES

"I personally think it's
all offensive."

JEREMY MARKS
SOPHOMORE, MUSIC
PERFORMANCE

"I'd say it's offensive,
it's not OK"

LAURA DUNN

GRAD STUDENT,
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
"Just because you
make fun of everything doesnt make it
OK."

While officials in our community are usually forthcoming
with public records, this isn't the
case everywhere.
A survey of Ohio's public universities by students at Ohio
University found that its employees properly provided records just
one out of four times, on average.
Some students were given a hard
time when they requested the
records or not given them at all.
Although journalists often utilize the Sunshine Laws, they benefit every resident of Ohio.

In an era where the threat of
terrorism seems imminent, the
government is trying to do more
than ever to protect us
But claims of "security" by
both national and local officials
are growing in number every
year since SepL 11, 2001, and the
constriction that's putting on the
public's rightful access to information is bound to suffocate our
democracy if allowed to continue.
Keep the light on in Ohio. The
Sunshine Laws affect everyone's
right to know, not just journalists'.

evident in trave
Ah, democracy. Ain't it
great? And the best part
is the way we're spreading the joys of free government
all over the world.
Although, someone may have
forgonen to tell the Pakistani
opposition leaders — who were
arrested just before the arrival
of President Bush last weekend
— that democracy is great.
Pakistan's capital, Islamabad,
was turned into a fortress for
President Bush's visit. Over
10,000 troops were on hand to
make sure the Pakistani public
could welcome Bush properly
— from behind a wall of heavily
armed soldiers.
They did so according to strict
tradition, calling a nationwide
strike and burning U.S. flags.
So why does Bush — who on
a dairy basis rattles off rhetoric
about promoting democracy
in the Middle East — consider
Pakistan's dictator, Pervez
Musharraf, to be a good buddy?
The simple answer is because
Musharraf is even more afraid of
terrorists than we are.
Since seizing power in a military coup four years ago, Islamic
extremists have attempted to
assassinate Musharraf on four
separate occasions, some of
which he only narrowly escaped.
The guy must soil himself
every time someone knocks on
his door.
As for democracy, I suppose
Pakistan is about as free as any
military dictatorship.
Musharraf has been roundly
criticized for rigging the 2002
elections which supposedly
legitimized his rule despite producing less than a 30 percent
turnout. He has also reneged on
promises to relinquish control of
the military—his main source
of power.
According to Juan Cole, professor of history at the University
of Michigan, "Bush has all along
made the mistake of playing to
Muslim leaders rather than to
Muslim publics."
Yet, he has at the same time
undermined authoritarian
leaders with his talk of spreading democracy.
At this point, I think Bush
playing to the Pakistani public
might be like throwing a bucket
of water on an inferno. It will
take a lot more than that to put
out all the hastily constructed
Bush effigies.
Maybe we could start by not
bombing Pakistani villages in
failed anempts to kill al-Oaida
leaders like we did last month.
To make matters worse, Bush
first visited India, Pakistan's

JON
BOSSCHER
Opinion Columnist
arch-rival, to sign a landmark
nuclear deal — a deal not
offered to Pakistan.
Afterward, Bush dropped
into Islamabad in the middle of
the night and stayed just long
enough to lecture Musharraf on
how he needs to do more to fight
al-Qaida and the Taliban, groups
which his military is still sympathetic to.
Michael Scheuer, retired
Central Intelligence Agency
operative and author of the
acclaimed book, "Imperial
I lubris," argues that this behavior,
along with other U.S. policies like
the poor treatment of prisoners
at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo
Bay "are doing what no Muslim
leader has done: They are
persuading Muslims to hate
Americans for being Americans"
Recently, the U.S. government
refused to recognize Hamas,
the Islamic fundamentalist
party who won in Palestine's
democratic elections, and has
threatened to cut funding to the
region unless Hamas renounces
violence and recognizes Israel.
Although we all hope these
things occur, the policy does
not match Bush's rhetoric about
supporting and promoting
democracy as though it were
universally good. Instead they
only expose the hypocrisy of a
president who is willing to hold
hands (literally) with oppressive i in ii tat rhs in Saudi Arabia
provided they keep shipping us
their oil.
Of course, Bush's ability to
alienate people at home and
abroad is worid renowned.
Between the foreign policy
debacle of the Iraq war and
recent events like his support for
the Dubai port deal, Bush seems
determined to drive his 34 percent approval rating even lower.
While in Pakistan he even
embarrassed himself by sucking at cricket I was just waiting
for a classic Bush-ism. "1 love
President Musharraf. I call him
Mushie. Hehehe Mushie, you're
doing a heck of a job!" And he
sure is doing a heck of a job
— suppressing dissent, torturing
detainees and rigging elections.
Maybe next year Bush will
travel to North Korea and anoint
Kim Jong II as the new ally in the
war on terror.
Send comments to Ion at
jbossch@bg5u.edu.
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Partisan rhetoric rears its
ugly head in the classroom

o

By Wayiw Slroot lot South Dakotans lot Open 6oveinment

Try the 'Benner' formula
for NCAA bracket choices
picking Northern Iowa to win
this game, I really like what I've
seen out of this back court."
And you know that the perOpinion Columnist son has no idea what they're
talking about.
Sure, if you like basketball
Every March as 1 fill out my
NCAA tournament brack- you see teams like Duke, II
Conn, and North Carolina, but
et, I remember back to
once you get out of the top
my junior year of high school
national programs, we don't
when I came in dead last out
really know anything about
of the pool I was in with 40
friends. And I was a distant last these smaller teams. We are
pretty much all taking blind
at that.
shots in the dark. Even the
One of the guys penciled in
"experts'1 on TV miss a lot of
Duke for every single blank
games, it's impossible to preand he beat me.
dict the tournament.
Another friend filled out his
My system is simple. If two
bracket with teams that didn't
teams are playing and they
exist and even he had a comboth have animal mascots,
manding lead.
I pick the team who has
He wrote in schools like
the tougher animal to win.
Hooville U„ Jupiter A&M, and
For instance the Arizona
Beijing College.
Wildcats are playing the
I could do no right that year.
Wisconsin Badgers.
One of my final four picks lost
Badgers are mean overin the first round. CBS then
sized rats but I would have
switched their coverage to the
to put my money on a wildKansas game and I had them
cat to take one of them out.
winning it all as a one seed.
Advantage: Arizona.
They were in a dog fight in
If two teams are playing and
the second half. Luckily they
neither one of them has an anieventually pulled through and
mal mascot, then I base things
won the game.
The fire department notified off of who would win if the two
coaches got into a fight.
me in order to get me off the
The Indiana I loosiers play
roof of my house.
the San Diego State Aztecs.
It cracks me up when I talk
I'd have to give the edge to
to people about the tournament, because everyone thinks Indiana's coach whose 15 years
that they're a college basketball younger than his counterpart.
Lastly if two teams are
expert come March. "Oh I'm

JOSH
BENNER

playing and one is an animal
and the other is not, then
I simply flip a coin. Trust
me, the Benner system is a
proven winner.
I.ooking to the upcoming women's tournament:
congratulations to the lady
Falcons who arc dancing
for the second straight year.
Bowling Green faces the UCLA
Bruins on Sunday as I'm sure
you are aware. I mean it is on
the school's home page.
For a thorough analysis,
understand that a Bruin is
a type of bear. Obviously
I'm going to pick a falcon to
win that fight. Bears don't
even fly. I was surprised BG
was a 12 seed however. They
marched through the MAC
like the Germans through
Paris, they're in the top 25
and all they get is a 12 seed.
They were robbed.
They lose two games by a
total of eight points, and enter
the tournament on a 19 game
winning streak.
I guess it goes to show that
you don't always get the position that you deserve.
The women's basketball
team at Toledo also gets to go
to the tournament.
Yeah, they just have to buy
tickets like the rest of us and
they're In.
Send comments to Josh at
jhenner@bgpu.edu.

ERIK
CRIBLEY
Opinion Columnist

As college students, the
phenomenon of a teacher abusing his authority to engage in long-winded
political rants with little or no
relevance to the subject matter
is nothing out of the ordinary.
Unfortunate as it may be,
we've grown accustomed to
the fact that after years of isolation in their ivory towers, far
too few educators are capable
of comprehending the distinction between education and
indoctrination.
In universities, it's par for
the course.
Jay Bennish, a tenth grade
geography teacher in Aurora,
Colorado, has been in the news
recently after a recording of one
of his lectures was made public
by student Sean /Mien.
This "lecture" consisted of a
twenty minute anti-American,
anti-capitalist rant conducted
in a shrill screaming style comparable to a more laid-back
Howard Dean, highlights of
which include justifying the
Sept. 11 attacks and the left's
favorite analogy:
Maybe if Bennish were a
college professor instead of a
high si IK ml teacher his loony
left-wing ranting would have
been viewed as just another day
in class.
George W Bush equals
Adolf Hitler. Not surprisingly,
Bennish's diatribe had nothing
to do with geography, unless
the occasional name dropping
of countries the United States
routinely oppress qualifies.
Whether you agree with
Bennish's politics, it's obvious
to anyone who's listened to
the recording that Bennish's
uninformed grandstanding is
an attempt to not educate or
encourage debate among his
students, but instead push his
beliefs upon them.
Clearly this is a misuse of
his authority and an abuse
of the trust between teacher
and student.

With proof that Bennish
clearly violated district policy
requiring balanced viewpoints
in the classroom, he was disciplined with a week of paid
administrative leave (in other
words, a vacation,! and has
since returned to the classroom.
Is it any surprise that Bennish
got off with a slap on the wrist?
The Cherry Creek school
district were more concerned
with protecting one of their own
then they were with the needs
of their students.
In addition, the sympathetic
mainstream media was quick
to spin the story, portraying Bennish as an embattled
upholder of free speech who
was bullied and set up by his
rabid right-wing student.
Hypocritically, Allen is
chastised for egging Bennish
on (despite the fact that Allen
doesn't speak up until roughly
halfway through the recording).
At the same time, Allen claims
that Bennish was only encouraging debate (exactly what Allen
was engaging in while supposedly "egging him on.")
Outside of talk radio and
local press, the story was mostly
ignored until a "walkout" was
staged by 150 students in support of Bennish.
A "walkout" that occurred
before the start of classes and
was closely supervised by
Bennish's co-workers, but nonetheless rendered the story worth
the mainstream media's attention now that Bennish could be
conveyed in a sympathetic light.
However, Sean Allen is quite
obviously the hero of this tale.
Usually the media loves a
whistle blower, and Allen's exposure of Bennish as a ranting
indoctrinating ideologue would
certainly qualify him as such.
Allen has been steadfast in
support of his decision to tape
Bennish, and has appeared on
several news outlets to defend

himself, usually debating
Bennish's lawyer David lane
(the ACI.U attorney who also
defended the infamous Ward
Churchill.)
Bennish on the other hand
has only submitted to one
Softball interview on NBC's
Today Show.
Allen is not escaping this Incident unscathed either.
While Bennish will remain
at Overland High School, Allen
has been forced to transfer,
because of to various threats
from his peers.
I lowcvcr. as much as the
media loves underdogs crusading for justice, they also hate
conservatives.
If the tables were turned and
Allen recorded Bennish raining
about religion or the flat tax the
media would be singing a different tune, Bennish would be
vilified, not sanctified, and Allen
would be presented rightfully as
the hero he is.
Even though this story may
appeal to have a lackluster ending, with lay Bennish living to
indoctrinate another day. Allen
should be applauded for helping to raise an under reported
issue lo national intention.
There's nothing a leftist
loves more than a soapbox
from which to preach and
educate at all levels, provides
plenty of these lofty perches.
It would appear that it's only
a matter ol time before kindcrgartners are being warned
about the evils of the tyrannical Hush administration.
Something must be done,
and Sean Allen has presented us with the perfect

course of action.
Next time your professor
hijai ks class with his politi
cal platform, make sure to hit
record on your MP3 player.
Send comments to Erik at
ecriUeObgsu.edu.
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Kwp Your Spring Break Tanll

intljrop ferrate
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00-2:00
www.winthropterrace.com
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Winthrop
Has What?!?

Gas Included (heat, hotwater, cooking)
High Speed Internet Included
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus
• 2 swimming pools.
• 3 Laundromats
• 1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
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Q: Why couldn't
Tommy ride a bicycle?

'•»** POIS TMfS 0*m *0OX SO >>M#t/*
**rs SAT- fftxr roMftummn*
WMT i* s** sr/cxifo our #owr

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

\: Because he was a
goldfish.

Worst movie of year: renting not an option

n

Don't ivii! il. I lull's all I

havetosaj aboul the
movie version ofTtent"
Not only was II ihe cinematic
equivalent (it a gianl sea aiu'in
one being flushed dow n a toilet,
Inn it was well over two hours
lone and cosl mefoui dollars,
Obviously this sort oftravesrj
cannol be tolerated
and i
dim'i throw thai word around
lightly. "Snow I in^s' was ,i hail
movie and a disgrace to humanIt) inn h wasn't a travesty
lb help alleviate my anget I
spent two months writing a
remix script of the movie. I call
It-Rent: Ml Drugged Up"
Stwie I: The camera pans
douvamidsla bunch of anpy
people who are burning their
leasesandsinginga song There
is (mum an top "l a Range Rot 11
HOMELESS MAN ON

JIM
LEVASSEUR
Not News Editor

RANGI ROVER I'm on a Range
Rover. Hahaheeheehee.
IWI DIGGS: Please net off
m\ car oi I'll become slightly
annoyed and perchance I mighi
express my displeasure with
you with a lit I of mild language.
BLACK GUV ••' I: Ooh, listen to
him, all hinh and mighty 'cause
he works for a Irving!
WHITE GUY #l:Ibet he learns
money" too. What a sellout.
[AYE DIGGS: So are you saying you're not paving vour rent?
WHITE GUY #2: Of course
not were holiemians, yo. lobs
are for suckers.
HOMELESS SQUEEGEE

MAN: I have a squeegee.
(Scene 2: We learn iliai White
Guy »2 lias been trying for oiw
u year to u rite a song. Also, he's
dating a druggie./
Wl 1ITE GUY #2: Rat hat with
a fat mat cat. I low's that sound?
GIRLFRIEND: I do drugs, yo.
/Scene 3: A lady dressed up
in acme costume is on stage for
tier 'artistic performance."Many
people in the audience art excited
by this for no reason./
COW 1ADY: Mooooooooooo
moo n«K) moo-moo.
AUDIENCE: Huzzah!
CHRISTOPHER WALKEN:
Needs more cowbell.
/Scene 4: Vie friends celebrate
the "performance" land tlie
ensuing riot) Iry hailing dinner
at a restaurant.]
WHrrE GUY »1: Let's dance
on a table and kiss each other

and stuff!
BLACK GUY #1: Good idea!
COW LADY: Mooooo.
TAYE DIGGS: Hey cow lady,
what're you doing later tonight?
COW IADY: Not paying my
rent, that's what.
TAYE DIGGS: Damn.
/Scene 5: Trouble in ixiradisel
WHITE GUY *2: I'm so glad
you don't do drugs anymore. It's
kind of weird that you hang out
with your former dealer all the
rime, though.
GIRLFRIEND: Haha. oh yeah,
about that...
WHITE GUY #2: I'm moving
to New Mexico and never coming back! And I'm taking my
long blonde hair with me!
(Scene 6: Angel is supposed to
die of AIDS, but I kept him alive
because lie's cool as hell
BLACK GUY »1: It sucks that
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Written and Illustrated By led Davis, iadavis@bgsu.edu

Angel died, man. I le was sweet.
ANGEL I'm aliiiivc!
TAYE DIGGS: So you gonna
pay your rent?
ANGEL I'm bohemian, yo.
/Scene 7: Vie GIRLFRIEND gels
very sick and magically WHtlF.
GUY H2 feels this in his souL He
returns to New York with a song/
WHITE GUY »2: Your eyes /

Your eyes / Your eyes / So beautiful / Your eyes / Your eyes / My
eyes/THE END.
ANGEL It took you a year to
write THAT?
CHRISTOPHER WALKEN:
Needs more cowbell.
lim (jlevass@iigsu.edul is busy
writing Snoiv Dogs 2: Unleashed
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The Tech Trends series is an exploration
of the issues and trends in technology
teaching and learning.

You can't read all of this document.
The series is sponsored by the
Information Technology Committee
(ITC), the Office of the Executive Vice
President and the Office of the Chief
Information Officer.

The i

/eminent won't tell you why.

Podcastinglere are mi 11 ions of documents like this one.

An Apple Computer
Presentation
Thursday, March 16

11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
201 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

?ew

of them pertain to national security

Jeff Feeman from Apple Computer
will provide an overview of the
recording, editing and publishing
processes involved with podcasting
and Apple's new initiative called
iTunes U.

In a democratic society, is that right?
Next Tech Trends:
Third Frontier Projects and

Funding Processes
Thursday, April 6, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
314 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
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Study shows
university
inconsistent
in giving info

Congress works to speed up information process
FOIA, FROM PAGE 1

the previous year. Nine of the 15
federal departments reported an
increase in their backlogs from
the Fiscal Year 2003 to Fiscal
Year 2004.
■ Many backlogs are lengthy.
The most recent reports available
from the 50 worst laggards show
the median wait for a request to
be handled ranges from about
three months to more than four
years, depending on the agency.
The slowest federal agency is
the National Archives, where
officers explained most of their
requests, pending for an average
of 1,631 days, have to be reviewed
by the originating agency for
declassification before they can
be released.
■ Agencies involved with
national security are clamping
down on the amount of information they release to the public. The FBI. CIA and Defense
departments, all agencies that
have considerable investigative
branches, again reduced die
percentage of requested information released in full in 2005,
continuing a trend dating back
at least seven years. The lustice
Department, however, showed
a slight increase in die amount
of information it released in full
for the first time since the 2001
terrorist attacks.
■ A full month after the Feb
1 deadline, about 30 percent of
federal agencies and departments
required to submit annual FOIA
reports to the lustice Department
had failed to do so. Those

witii late reports included the
IX'partment of Veterans Affairs,
the Social Security Administration
and the Department of Health
and Human Services which, all
together, received about 88 percent of all FOIA requests in the
country in 2004.
Paul McMasters, ombudsman of the nonpartisan First
Amendment Center and one of
the nation's leading authorities on
freedom-of-information issues,
said Congress tried to remedy the
lagging response times in 1996
by extending the amount of time
agencies haw to respond, from
ten to 20 days.
He said that remedy seems to
have backfired, prompting agencies simply to delay even longer.
In addition, because there are no
consequences for missing FOIA
deadlines, McMasters said few
FOIA directors seem to take the
legal requirements seriously.
"There is absolutely no incentive for federal government
employees to act with any sense
of urgency on FOIA requests,
and there are every sort of incen live to delay and delay." he said.
"Those incentives are a culture
of secrecy that has always existed in government from 40 years
ago when FOIA was passed to
the present time."
FOIA does not require agencies to release information within a certain amount of time. The
law does, however, mandate that
agencies respond to requests in
some way within 20 days. These
responses often come in the
form of a postcard acknowl-

"The new policy says, in effect, 'When
in doubt, don't disclose, and the Justice
Department will support your denials in
court.'It undermines FOIA's purpose, which
is to facilitate the public's right to know..."
PATRICK LEAHY, SENATOR

edging that a request has
been received.
Actual processing often takes
much longer. The most recent
figures available show that when
agencies closed their books
for 2005, the request had been
pending for more than a year at
25 percent of all federal departments and ageodes.
Even requests that are
stamped "expedited" based on
an exceptional need or urgency
ran lag for many months. The
lustice Department's Office of
Information and Privacy, which is
in charge of administering FOIA
across the federal government
kept an expedited request pending for 185 days last year.
Congress introduced the
"Faster FOIA Act" last spring,
and President Bush issued an
executive order in December,
calling on agencies to take several consumer-friendly steps.
Among diem: Streamlining the
handling of requests under the
FOIA and appointing senior officials to monitor compliance with
the law.
Todateall IScabinet level agencies have appointed chief FOIA
officers as required, although only
seven of those agencies appear

to meet Rush's specific requirement that these appointees be
"at the Assistant Secretary or
equivalent level."
Rush also ordered agendea lo streamline the handling
of requests under the IOI \ and
appointed senior officials to monitor compliance with the law.
Rush's directive stopped short
of modifying a 2001 policy issued
by then-Attorney Ceneral Inlin
.Vshcroft requiring agencies lo
carefully consider national security, effective law enforcement
and personal privacy before
releasing information. Asluioli
cited security concerns in the
wake of the Sept 11 attacks as the
reason for the changes to open
government laws
"The
Rush-Cheney
Administration sent .i imwerfui
message government-wide with
the Ashcroft FOIA pohcy in 2001,"
said Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt. a
leading FOIA reform advocate
who has several bills pending in
Congress to modify the law.
"That shifted the upper hand in
FOIA requests from the public to
federal agencies. The new polity
says, in effect, 'When in doubt
don't disclose, and the lustice
Department will support your

denials in court' It undemiincs
FOlAs purpose, which Ls to facilitate die public's right to know the
facts not the government's ability to hide them," he said.
His colleague, Sen. lolin
Cornyn, R-Texas, said "more
remains to be done to ensure
that American citizens have
access to die infonnation they
need and deserve."
Comyn is pressing for additional funding to address backlogs, which he said will "speed die
rate at which infonnation is given
to the public"
In its review, the AP found that
in 2005. in addition to increasing backlogs, main agencies
decreased the amount of information they were willing to
release in full. FBI authorities
gave just six out of every 1.000
FOIA applicants everything
they asked for, down from 50
out of every 1,000 in 19HH. The
CIA has seen a similar, stead)
decline: lust 11 percent ol the
FOIA requests processed at the
CIA were granted in total in 200-1,
down from 44 percent in 1998.
Washington-based attorney
Scott A. I lodes, who led the 1 Ill's
Freedom of Information litigation unit from 1998 to 2002, slid
there's an institution-wide inclination to avoid complying with
die law.
"It doesn't surprise me that
mot) responses are late, and that
they tend to deny a lot. I ven
though your higher level administration officials will say they
like FOIA, there's a gener.il dislike of FOIA, "he said.

|

(AP) — A survey of the state's
public universities by the
Ohio University chapter of
the Society of Profession.il
Journalists found thai universi
l> employees properly provided
only one out ol every lour commonly requested records the
students asked lor. Highlights
ofthe survey done in December
and lanuary include:
■ Students sought such
records as faculty meeting
minutes, crimes reported on
campus, operating budgets ol
academic departments, donors'
names and amounts given, faculty salaries and resumes of
department administrators,
■ only 24 percent of the
records were provided without
question, as required under
state law,
■ Further, 17 percent of
records were provided after
students gave their names or
the reason they were requesting
the records, neither ol whll li is
required under State law.
■ Another 31 percent were
denied outright, while I'll pel
cent of the time the records

were noi available ai the tune
they were requested.
■ Ohio University students
asked for a total of 88 records ai
the state's 13 four-year colleges
and universities and two medical colleges.

Visitors can see system in action, gain 'comfort level' with courts
COURTS. FROM PAGE 2

cells at the Wood County lustice
Center.
The Municipal Court also holds
preliminary hearings on felonies
to determine if they should be sent
to Common Pleas for trial.
Overall, the court heard 17,111

cases in 2005 or about 47 cases a
day. The Municipal Court has a
staff of 24 and operates on approximately $1.4 million a year. Its judge
is elected for six year terms.
Approximately $1 million of
the court's budget is supplied by
die (Jty of Rowling Green, and an
examination of die use of tl lose tax

ESTABLISHED IN CHABIESTON, It

%ttftI«V

IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY

dollars may be another reason to
visit die court.
Reddin encourages those deciding to visit to dress appropriately.
"And what appropriately means
for some of us is that they do not
have T-shirts with slogans that arc
obnoxious or disrespectful," he
said, adding dial most parties in a

10H*f,s

lawsuit wear "business-like attire"
out of respect for die law, not necessarily die judge.
And after etiquette is observed,
a case is selected for viewing and
an individual makes it through
court security, (hey will find their
reward, which, according to
Fleming, is an understanding of

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
Mr clock sandwiches haie twice the meal and cheese. Iry It
on my Iresa baked thick sliced' (cain bcead or ay litmus
homemade Icenchbctad1

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Awesome?)

PLAIN SLIMS1"

#2 BIG J0MN*J

«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

KamS cheese

SLIM 2 least leel

#3 SORRY CHARLIE

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese

«9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

SLIM t) Oooble profolone

leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and
provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion.
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette
(You hai'la order hot peppers, just ask!)

Low Garb Lettuce Wrap

*6 VEGETARIAN

$5

Several layers ol provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts sliced cucumber, lettuce.
lomaio. and mayo, {Truly a gout met sub not for vegetarians
only
peace dude!)

JJ.B.l.T."

YOM CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
toi IUHCHIS minus, l—iail I
OtlltllT OIDIIS mil include a deleter. I
charge ol 35c per item (./-lie).
• • • • JIMMVJ0HNS.COM • • • •

lacon. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
line only better III is mama's BIT. this one roles!)

r^frJON
• SIDE ITEMS •
• sodiFop

sass/si 19

• Ciantchocolote chip or oatmeal nisio cookie

$1.25

* Real potato chips or |umba hosher riiir pickle.

$0.75

* I.IN load ol meat

$125

* Ema cheese oi eitia avocado spiead

$0.15

• Hoi Peppers

$0 25

FCEEBIES HUBS | CLUBS ONLY)
Onion lettuce, allalla sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber Oijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregane

THE JJ.
GARGAKTUAN
Ihis sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Kuey. It's huge
enough 10 leed the hungriest ol all
humans! Ions ol genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef.
turkey & provolone. jammer! into
one of out homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo
lettuce, tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*

1616 E. WOOSTER

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®

327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber sprouts, letiuce. tomato, and
mayo! (It's ihe real deal folks, and it ain't even California.)

105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4. 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB'
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Iry it on my 1 gram whole wheat bread This veggie
sandwich is world class')

217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Roast beel. turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and line tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*

219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

The same as our If] Sorry Charlie eicept this one has a
lot more Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts,
cucumber.lettuce. & tomato. (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, letiuce. tomato, ft
mayo. (JJ's original turkey ft bacon club)

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

419.352.7200

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
s

JIOIOII

jomi s fOincHcti lac in icon iisimo » ■■

$400/mo + electric

714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007

fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons ol lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always eiceptional classic!)

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK TT
BOWLING GREEN

$315/ mo* electric
• One Bedroom Apts.

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex Limit 2 people
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

• Efficiences

ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*

the original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette (Order it with hot peppers, trust me!)

• 2 blocks from campus

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

A lull 1/4 pound ol Iresb sliced medium rate roast beef.
provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo. (It rocks!!!)

#5 VITO"

• Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry

WWW.GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

SLIM 4 lorke; breast

fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce.
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo, (the original)

• Furnished

Roast beel. ham. provolone. Oi)on mustard, lettuce.
tomato, t mayo. (Here's to my old pal lilly who
invented this great combo.)

SLIM 3 tuna salad

#4 TURKEY TOM*J

• Central downtown location

#8 BILLY CLUB41

Medium rare shaved roast beef, topped with yummy
mayo, lettuce, and tomato (Can't beat this one!)

California baby tuna, mixed with celery, onions, and
our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts.
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato (My tuna rocks1)

Summit Street
— APARTMENTS —

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717

k lull 1/4 pound ol leal applewood smoked ham. provolone
cheese, lettuce, tomato. 1 real mayo! (A real stack)

Iny Sub minus the »eggiEs and sauce
SLIM I

Historic Millikin
__ H O T E I ——

• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
•Efficiences start at
$345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
$425/mo + electric

&~#d*"

8" SUB SANDWICHES

number of ways."

STUDENT HOUSING

A UTTU BITTER, THAT'S All' I WANTED TO
CM1 IT JMMY JOWS TASTY SANOWKMU. BUT
MY MOM TOiO ME TO STICK WITH GOUCMET
ME THlMtt MMTEVEfi I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T TMMK EITHER OF US WOWS WtMT IT
MEANS. SO UTS STICK WITH TASTY!

Ail ol my Tasty sub sandwiches are a lull 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! M it it matters to you
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

tem ih.it everybody should have,"
he laid " I he] shouldn't lie iiiliini
dated Iry it, they should understand its function in a certain

GRADUATE

C*. 10 MY SUBS 61AIIY AREN'T GOJGMEI ANt)
WC'RC NOT FKNOt tlTHCS. MY £J6£ JUST TASTf

V*.so
#1 PEPE*J

a system that affects us all.
"If you see it when you're not a
pan ol it sometimes it gives you a
perepective and maybe you gain
a minion level with the conn sys-

v

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

.
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LIGHTNING TO BLAME FOR MINE EXPLOSION

NATION

MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP) — An explosion that
killed 12 workers at the Sago Mine likely was caused
by a massive lightning strike that ignited methane gas
in a sealed-off area, the mine's owner said yesterday.
The company's own investigation turned up evidence
of a lightning strike, all from 6:26 a.m. on Jan. 2.

Death possible in terror case Delaying onset
Judge will not rule out the penalty in response to prosecutors' mistakes
knew about yesterday."
*1Ht USSOCUUD PBESS
She said that her order to isoALEXANDRIA. Va. — The judge in late plain ml witnesses from trial
the Zacarias Moussaoui sentencing transcripts and news reports had
case decided yesterday lo allow the been violated.
She also said she was troubled
govemmenl lo continue to seek
the death penalty against the con- that one witness sought was told
by federal attorney ('aria J. Martin
fessed .il i,).IIIl.i conspirator.
But, exasperated by mount- that he could not speak to them
ing government missteps, Judge and that Martin falsely told the
I mi nr Brinkema ruled that no defense that two others were not
testimony about aviation secu- willing to speak to them.
"I wouldn't trust anything
rity measutes would be allowed
during the trial into whether Martin had to do with at this
Moussaoui is executed or spends point." Brinkema said. The jury
was not present for Tuesday's
life in prison.
• Prosecutors had said previously questioning and ruling.
Brinkema said the
that testimony from
proper remedy was not
aviation officials "I wouldn't
to eliminate the govwould comprise half
trust
ernment's bid for the
their case.
death penalty — as the
The judge postanything
defense asked — but to
poned resumption
of the trial until Martin had acknowledge that parts
Monday to give to do with at of the case dealing with
aviation security matprosecutors time to
this point." ters were now "irremedecide whether to
diably contaminated."
appeal her order.
Prosecutor
Rob
The
governLEONIE BRINKEMA.
Spencer immediately
ment's case origiJUDGE
told the judge the govnally had two parts.
ernment
objected
Prosecutors intended to show active steps the FBI to excluding all such testimony
could have taken and defensive and exhibits and would consider
measures aviation officials could appealing her ruling.
Parlier Tuesday, four federal
have taken to thwart the Sept. 11,
2001, attacks if Moussaoui had aviation officials scheduled to
not lied about his terrorist con- testify in the sentencing trial
nections when he was arrested a said that coaching would not
affect what they would tell the
month earlier.
"I don't think in the annals of jury. But they disclosed new
criminal law there has ever been problems in the government's
a case with this many significant handling of witnesses.
Among those problems;
problems,'' Brinkema said.
• (iCMUlUient lawyers sent a letAfter the daylong hearing into
whether upcoming witnesses ter Feb. 14 saying that at least three
had been tainted by improper federal aviation officials sought as
coaching by a federal lawyer, defense witnesses refused to talk
Brinkema announced her rem- to defense lawyers. The three said
they had never seen the letter and
' edy for the misconduct.
Brinkema added, "More prob- one of them said he would have
lems arose today that none of us been willing to talk to the defense.
By Michael J Sniflen

ofhypertension

Study suggests doctors
should rethink 'normal'
blood pressure rates
By Marilynn Marctnone
I H t ASS0CIMED PRESS

■■■ MM APPIWO
TESTIFYING: In this artist's tendering, suspect Zacarias Moussaoui listens to testimony from prosecuting attorney Carla Martin.

• Martin told one official,
sought as a defense witness,
that he was not to have contact
with defense attorneys.
• Two of the witnesses read
and watched news coverage
of the week-old trial despite
the judge's order they not follow the case. The government
admitted it did not advise
witnesses of the judge's order
governing their conduct.

• Martin not only e-mailed
seven witnesses about trial
events but also told one
person that the defense was
trying to portray Moussaoui
as "cuckoo."
Moussaoui pleaded guilty in
April to conspiring with al-Qaida
to fly airplanes into U.S. buildings;
this trial is to detennine whether
he will be executed or spend life
behind bars.

ATLANTA — Treating people
who don't yet have high blood
pressure but are well on their
way to it can delay the condition
but not permanently prevent it
unless drugs are taken lifelong,
new research suggests.
It is the first extensive study
of treating prehypertension, a
condition 45 million Americans
have, defined as blood pressure
readings from 120 over 80 up
to 139 over 89. Below that is
considered normal and above
it, high.
High blood pressure gready
raises the risk of heart failure,
stroke, heart attacks and other
medical problems. Doctors
had hoped that two years of
early treatment could permanently halt the progression
from prehypertension to that
more dangerous state.
The study suggests they may
not have staned early enough.
"We may need to rethink
what we consider a normal blood pressure," said Dr.
Elizabeth Nabel, director of
the National Heart. Lung and
Blood Institute.
Dr. Stevo Julius of the
University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor and doctors at 70 other
sites around the country tested
treating prehypertension with
candesartan, a drug sold as
Atacand by AstraZeneca PLC.
The company sponsored and
helped design the study.
Researchers gave 391 people
the drug and 381 others phony
pills for two years, then had

everyone take dummy pills for
two more years.
During the first two years,
154 people on fake pills developed high blood pressure versus only 53 given the drug.
However, in the next two
yeais when those on the drug
went off, 155 developed high
blood pressure, matching what
happened in the first two years
in the placebo group.
This suggests the disease
was just delayed, not truly prevented, said Dr. James Stein,
a University of Wisconsin Madison cardiologist who had
no role in the research.
"Once people stop therapy, blood pressure goes up
inexorably, so I'm not sure we
can prevent hypertension,"
he said.

High blood pressure
increases with age
More older women have high
bloofl pressure than man
although younger men have
higher rates than women ot the
same age.
Percentage ol population with
high blood pressure
100 p« cool ol population
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M
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Protecting children online Contraception, sex counseling
Court rules, Google has
to give government list
of sites visited by users
By Michael Uedtke
tHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN JOSE, Calif. - A federal
judge said yesterday he intends
. to order Google Inc. to rum over
some of its Internet records to
the U.S. lustice Department,
but expressed reservations
about requiring the company to
divulge some of its most sensitive data — the actual requests
that people enter into its popular
search engine.
U.S. District Judge lames Ware
told the lustice Department it
■can expect to get at least some
of the information sought from
Google as pan of the Bush
administration's effort to revive
a law meant to shield children
from online pornography.
But Ware stressed he was "particularly concerned" about the
Justice Department's demand
for a random sample of search
requests entered into Google's
Internet-leading search engine.
The judge said he didn't want
.* to do anything to create the

perception that Internet search
engines and other large online
databases could become tools
for government surveillance.
He seemed less concerned
about requiring Google to supply the government with a random list of Web sites indexed
by the company.
Ware said he planned to issue a
written ruling quickly.
After the 90-minutc hearing,
Google attorney Nicole Wong
said the company was pleased
with Ware's thoughtful questions.
lustice Department spokesman
Charies Miller said the agency
looks forward to Ware's decision.
"We hope his opinion will
demonstrate the government's
belief that this info would be
helpful in protecting the nation's
youth against potentially harmful material." he said.
During the hearing, another
Google attorney, Albert Gidari,
tried to persuade Ware that the
government could get virtually
all the information it wanted
from publicly accessible services offered by Amazon.com
Inc.'s Alexa.com and InfoSpace
Inc.'s Dogpile.com.
T. Barton Carter, a communica-

tions and law professor at Boston
University, said the concerns
raised by Ware should be heartening to privacy rights advocates,
but cautioned against reading too
much into the judge's comments
until his written order.
"What's going to be important
is whether he limits the information Igiven to the government]
and whether he explains why
he drew the line where he did,"
Carter said.
Investors seemed encouraged
by yesterday's developments as
Google's recently slumping stock
price surged $14.10, or 4.2 percent, to dose at $351.16 on the
Nasdaq Stock MarkeL
Yesterday marked the first
time that Google and the
Justice Department have faced
off in court over a government subpoena issued nearly
seven months ago. The lustice
Department initially wanted a
breakdown of search requests
and Web site addresses from
Google for a study (hat the
government believes will
prove filtering software doesn't
prevent children from viewing
sexually explicit material on
the Internet.
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hard to get in certain states

Abortion rights group
ranks states on access
to contraception
By Iris too
Km

WASHINGTON — Abortions are
not falling as fast as they might
because sex counseling and contraception are hand to get in some
states, a leading national abortion
rights group said last week.
As a result, although teen pregnancy and abortion rates have
declined sharply, the overall U.S.
abortion rate dropped just I percent a year in 2001 and 2002,
according to the Guttmacher
Institute, which prepared the
state-by-state analysis of contraception availability.
Guttmacher's president and
CEO, Sharon Camp warned that
obstacles to contraception at the
state level could derail efforts,
dating from the Clinton administration, to cut the rate of unintended pregnancies by 40 percent by 2010.
California came in first in
Guttmachers rankings, which

arc based on ease of access to
contraception, state funding
for sex counseling and support from state legislatures.
Alaska came in second in the
Guttmacher review of 50 states
and the District of Columbia;
South Carolina was third.
"We need to be making contraception easy for women, but in
many states we're actually making it harder," said Camp "When
effective contraceptive use rises,
abortion rates go down."
Of 6 million U.S. pregnancies each year, about 3 million
are unplanned, according to
the group, and half of those
end in abortions. According
to Guttmacher, the U.S. unintended pregnancy and abortion
rates are the highest among
industrialized nations.
The Guttmacher Institute is
pushing for more public funding,
insurance coverage that includes
contraceptives and improved
availability of contraceptives and
family planning counseling
Anti-abortion and abortion
rights groups sometimes find
common ground when they

advocate reductions in abortion, and they often agree that
making contraceptives available helps to achieve that goal.
At least one anti-abortion group
balked last week, however, at
Guttmachers linkage between
the availability of contraception
and unintended pregnancies.
"Handing out birth control
and giving out tax dollars to |family planningl programs have not
resulted in fewer abortions and
fewer unintended pregnancies,"
said Wendy Wright, president of
Concerned Women for America
Rather, she said, promoting contraception encourages sex outside of marriage.
"If you subsidize an activity
you get more of it," Wffight said.
"It's encouraging the behavior
that leads to more clients for
abortion clinics."
Wight's group wants more
parental involvement in sex
education and contraception
decisions. It opposes allowing
minors to get contraceptives
without parental consent, which
Guttmacher's study used as a
standard for good state policy.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main
newloverentals.com

Affordable Housing
320 ELM ST One/two bedroom furnished
spacious apartments Close to campus. FREE
WATER AND SEWER. TENANT FAYS ELECTRIC
128 W. Wooster St.: Efficiency/one bedroom
apartments above downtown business. Cat
permitted. FREE WATER AND SEWER.
TENANT PAYS ELECTRIC

507 E. Merry St. Large two bedroom
furnished apartments across from campus.
FREE WATER AND SEWER. TENANT
PAYS ELECTRIC.
117 1/2 Lehman. Three bedroom
unfurnished upper duplex Close to
downtown, off stree

BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2006.
Amenities included In many of our house*
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces

1-2 blocks from aimpus
May or August leases available]
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

GftEENHIAI. INC
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BRIEFING BASEBALL THE FALCONS RUN INTO TROUBLE ON THE ROAD. PAGE 10

tHE IG NEWS

Trades in the NFL

WEDNESDAY

The NFL shuffled several players yesterday, some
expected and one a surprise.
Daunte Culpepper was traded to Miami and Drew Brees
landed in New Orleans.
Receivers Terrell Owens and
Keyshawn lohnson went on
the open market. Owens'
departure was inevitable,
but lohnson's' move was
unexpected.

March 15,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S GOLF

Miller time is tourney time
Two-time MAC Coach of the Year takes Falcons dancing again
By Colin Wilson
REPORTER

Another
Mid-American
Conference championship for
the BGSU women's basketball
team means one thing; Curt
Miller has done it again.
Although there was little doubt
the team's ability to repeat, it is
still a great feat for a team who
had already accomplished so
many things this season.
After a 64-39 win over Kent
State in the MAC title game
Saturday, the Falcons are now 282 on the year and 19-0 against
MAC opponents. They will try to
tie the school-record 20-game
streak in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament
As Miller subbed in his bench
players at the end of Saturday's
game, he gave each player a big
hug in celebration of another
great season in the MAC. When he
was handed the automatic bid to
the NCAA Tournament, he held
it up for everyone to see, and did
the same thing when he cut down
the net. I ie was letting everyone
know that he could not have done
it by himself, even though he was
named MAC Coach of the Year for
the second straight season.
"Its been an unbelievable season," Miller said. "I can't be more
proud of agroupof young women
who are passionate about what
we do and believe in it"
In Miller's first year at the
University, the team won nine
games. That is 19 less wins than
they achieved this year. The
Falcons arc now in their third
consecutive 20-win season. In
the past three years, they have
only lost eight MAC games in that
span and are on a 25-game winning streak against league opponents.
"Its not me, it's a group," Miller
said. "We brought in great kids
with great character and built
from the locker room out."
The Falcons' record in March
is now 12-2 in the past three seasons Extended postseason play

Ron Sclnaiw AP Photo
BACK TO BACK: BG coach Curt Miller cuts down the net Saturday after a second straight Mid-American
Conference tournament championship. The Falcons beat Kent State 64-39 in the championship game.

has become a familiar occurrence
for the team.
The team has also been able
to hold opponents to 54 points
or less 30 times with an underrated defense. It was evident this
past weekend as they only gave

up an average of 48.fi points in
the three tournament wins.
"A lot of people talk about
our versatility and our talented
offensive team but the story
this tournament has been our
defense." Miller said. "It's not

our offense that won this tournament, its our defense and we
need credit for the defense we
played this year."
Miller is a very popular man
in the locker room, his team
MILLER, PAGE 11

BG making a habit
of finishing strong
and I can't do that if we want to
succeed,"
Heath Ziglar agrees with
Walker, saying the team didn't
have many great individual
rounds other than Ziglar's 70 at
By Adam Miezin
REPORTER
USF and Walker's 69 at Birkdale.
"We were disappointed in
In a trend that seems to be inevitable, BGSU's men's golf team our finish at USF," said Ziglar.
continues to finish tournaments "It was a good field and anothwell after starting with poor first er chance to show some high
ranked teams that we can play
rounds.
This occurred again in the past with anybody, but we seemed to
two tournaments over spring struggle again. There was little
break, as tiiey finished 16th at the to no improvement from USF to
USF Invitational and followed that Birkdale. Our finish was belter,
up with a 7th place finish at the but we are still not playing to
this team's capability."
Birkdale Collegiate Classic.
But Lopez believes the team
At the USF, the team improved
did improve between
from a 313 day two
tournaments. He
score to a final round
'Our
finish
believes that if they
of 297. which gave the
team a final score of
was better, play the early rounds
they do the final
927. Dim Mclntyre
but we are like
round, they can post
(79-72-74-225, 31st),
competitive scores
lace Walker (80-77still not
and win tourna76-233, T-66th). Heath
playing
to
ments.
Ziglar (79-85-70-234,
"There
were
T-70th), were BGSU's
the team's
signs of life with
top three finishers in
capability.'
Ziglar having a red
the tournament
number [under par
But whether the
HEATH ZIGLAR.
roundl in Tampa
team improved by
SENIOR
and Walker shooting
the time they got to
a final round 69 at
Charlotte,
North
Carolina for the Birkdale tourna- Birkdale," Lopez said. "We just
ment depends on who you talk to. have to stop shooting ourselves
The team shot a 914 final out of the tournament on the
score in Charlotte, as they again first day. We typically have one
improved as each round went on. of the lower final rounds but are
they finished with a 297 on the so far removed from the lead
that they don't do much for us.
final day.
lace Walker shot a 228, which If we can open strong, I think we
left him as the leading Falcon, fin- will find the success that I know
ishing 28th. I Ie shot 80s in the first we can achieve."
Ziglar believes it's only a mattwo rounds, but finished with a
69 in the final round. Ziglar fin- ter of time before the team puts
ished a stroke behind Walker, with it all together though.
"In almost every final round
Tommy Lopez and Mclntyre also
we shoot one of the best scores,"
finishing well.
"We are definitely disap- Ziglar said. "It shows that if we
pointed in the way we played play like we do in the final round
at the first tournament at USF," all three rounds that we will be
Walker said. "We finished in the right in the hunt. And remember
middle of the field at Birkdale that the final round is usually set
which isn't bad, but we know up the hardest with longer holes
we should have done much bet- and tougher pins, so it shows
ter. I cost our team a lot of shots

Falcons shoot poorly
in opening rounds,
but save best for last

GOLF, PAGE 11

Scouting the competition in Cleveland region
By Chris Voloschuk
REPORTER

These teams will be joining 12 seed BGSU in the
Cleveland bracket.
1.) North Carolina 29-1 (13-1) - As their record
shows, the Tar Heels are one of the best in the Atlantic
Coast Conference this season, losing their only game of
the year on Feb. 9 to Maryland in overtime. Because of
their outstanding regular season play, they are a heavy
favorite to win the NCAA championship. Their first
tournament game comes on March 18 against 16 seed
UC Riverside (16-14) of
the Big West Conference.
Did You Know?: The
Tarheels are tops in the
ACC in steals per game
with 13.03.

CM »«rtw AP Ptoto
TO THE TOP: The Tar Heels are
seeded No. 1 in their region.

2.) Tennessee 28-4 (113) — The Lady Vols are
currently riding on some
serious momentum as
they have won the South
Eastern Conference tournament. They scored a
huge victory in the championship game when they
beat the top team in the
conference, LSU, 63-62.
The Lady Volunteers are
set to play 15 seed Army

(20-10) on March 19.
Did You Know'.': Senior guard Shanna Zolman has
been practically automatic from the charity stripe this
season, shooting an ultra-reliable 94 percent, which
leads the SEC.
3.) Rutgers 254 (16-0)
The Scarlet Knights have
won 13 straight games, the
biggest one being the Big
East Conference championship against Villanova
on March 5. They will
look to maintain the winning trend going into their
first round match-up with
14 seed Dartmouth (23-6)
on March 19.
Did You Know".': Senior
guard Cappic Poindexter is
second in the Big East in
points per game with 21.5.
4.) Purdue 24-6 (13PiulSakunu AP Photo
3)—After winning
OANCING: Noelle Quinn and UCLA will
take on BG in first round action.
three straight games, the
Boilermakers lost a hardfought Big Ten championship game to eventual Albuquerque Region 1 seed Ohio
State on March 6.63-60. Purdue will look to get back on track
March 19as they take on 13 seed Missouri State (17-14) in

INONTHEACTI

their first round game.
Did You Know?: As a team the Boilermakers like to reject
opposing shots. They average 5.20 blocks a game.
5.) UCLA 20-10 (12-6)
The Lady Bruins truly earned their
fifth seed in the Cleveland region when they took down PACTen Conference leader Stanford in overtime of the championship game, 85-76, on March 6. Next for the Bruins is their first
round match-up against 12 seed BGSU (28-2) on March 19.
Did You Know?: Junior guard Noelle Quinn leads UCLA in
scoring with 18.3 points per game.
6.) Texas A&M 23-8 (11-5) — March 9 was a tough day for
the Aggies, as they lost a heartbreaker to Baylor in the Big
Twelve championship game. 53-52. A&M will look to right
the ship March 19 when they take on 11 seed TCU (18-11) in
their first round game.
Did You Know?: The Aggies lead the Big Twelve in scoring
defense, holding opponents to just 57.1 points per game.
7.) George Washington 22-8 (13-3) - GW is the top team in
the Atlantic Ten Conference this season, but fell on hard times
when they lost to Temple in the conference championship
game, 59-54. The Colonials will look to get it together on
March 19 when they take on their first round opponent,
10 seed Old Dominion (22-8).
Did You Know?: Sophomore guard Kimberly Beck is
the Atlantic Ten leader in assists per game with 5.40.
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Time for the ladies to shine
2006 NCAA Division I women's basketball championship
Second round

First round

Regional!

National
semifinals

National
semifinals

First round

Regionals
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If the BGSU baseball team has
proven anything this year, Irs
ihai thej enjo) a good sneak.
After winning their tirsl six
games foi the lii-i rime since
I»)7. the I alcons went on .i
matching tosing streak putting
them ai .500 through their first
twelve games
All M\ losses came iluring
the ream's spring break trip to
Bradentoa I la,
I hr Lilians -I,Hied the trip

strong, beating ivnn State in
dramatic Fashion b) scoring
four runs in the bottom "i the
ninth inning to win 5 I. rhej
followed thai up with a solid
performance the next day, beating 1 htquesne 11-7.
Suddenly, however, a dark
cloud descended upon tlu*
Falcons thai not even the hoi
Florida sun could penetrate.
Over the next -i\ days the
Falcons dropped as .man)
tyinrs. including .i doubleheader against link (toss.The
streak also included Inssi-s to
Northeastern, \h Saint Mary's,
Valparaiso and si. Francis.
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STRUGGLING: Alan Brech practices earlier in the season. Brecti and
the Falcons went 6-0 over break and are now 6-6 on the season.
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Schrnitz s;iiii Dial the foiggesi
1.II lor ill die losing streak was
the Falcons simply lost track of
the team concept
I ven though most oilier college siudeiiis in Florida last
week were partying, Schmilz
and Wasscmian Ixilh said that
t\ pica! spring break activity was
not the reason for the loss of
focus.
"We had rime to go to the
beach bin not for any parrying,"
Wasscmian said.
Whatevei the reason, ii was
something Schrnitz said is now
taken care of.
Wasserman agreed, "VVe did
straighten dungs out in a team
meeting IMonaayl. Our team
needs to be a rarnily IrVeVe finalK figured that out."
Schrnitz is hoping that a
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Management inc.

CcJI 353 5800
Visit Online

VAnrw.maKcab9.c0m

Properties Co.

Houses That Foe/ Like Homes
pr9ftrr9dproperiiesco.com
MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

Mai
Hillscl.ik \|»is.
1082 I .ni\ 1.
1 & : Minis - Mini lunh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
\it Condiiion/Washei 'Dryers in
rm./lnicrnei i
Carports BGSI Bus Shuttle

MUIlavement

• Fox Run Apts.
• Piedmont

• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
- small pels allowed
See our website Of
^^r^*v
call for more details
^r
^V

Inc.

Ikin/sili

N Enterprise
A 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwashe I i irbagcDisposal
A' ivasher. Dryer in 2 barms
Free mternet/Walli to Campus

15

fJ&&S~
W^rjse^,**

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church

^■■^

BGSU.

2 tnlrm Apt, 2 htlnii lunh

,&«**

I bath/ close t<> ilounioun

ECCA
Hanagcmcnl ln<-.
21S E. Po<
l n I bdrm
bdrms
Starting it $255 mo
Laundr) on site
is minute ^.ilk locampua
BGSI

Bin Kmiic

Office of Residence Life
Founders Prefr-retice Form
(submit in person ro fhe On*ice of Residence Life}
Seniors (90 or more hours) & Juniors (GO - 89 hours)

March 15

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1-59 hours) WOMEN

March 16

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. >

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 - 59 hours) MEN

March 17

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Onli.

1 Iteauhen Sign-up far ReraMaMetiaal LaMtrnliag/Tnem* Communities

(must be approved by community director)
Arts Village

Beginning

Ending

—

Aviation Community
Batthelder Music Community

Vlanagcment Inc.
lrt-> \iilnii

842/8467850 Seventh St,
Tv-v stor) duplexes
i bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
i Bundr).

Chapman Learning Community in Kohl
Health Sciences Residential Community

March 29 at 8 a.m.

April 16 at 11:59 p.m.

April 17at8am.

May 7 at 11:59p.m.

Same room request

March 27 at 8 a.m.

March 29 at 11:59 p.m.

Seniors (90 hours and above)

March 29 at 8 a.m.

April 16 at 11:59 p.m.

Juniors (60 - 89 hours)

April 3 at 8 a.m.

April 16 at 11:59 p.m.

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1-59 hours) MEN

April 7 at 8 a.m.

April 16 at 11:59 p.m.

Sophomores/Cont. Freshman (1-59 hours) WOMEN

April 12 at 8 a.m.

April 16 at 11:59 p.m.

Open housing selection and room change period

April 17 at 8 a.m.

May 7 at 11:59 p.m.

Honors Housing
IMPACT
La Comunidad
PCC
ROTC Community

_

Open housing selection and room change period

Online Housing Signup by Ctaeo Rank

Mntiagcment Inc.
Motn:
or checlc webiitp
www^mecca bg.com

• Mini /Will Apts.
• Triplex

GREAT
AFFORDABLE
KATtSI

EXTRA LARGE
BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE!

■■

^^^.

fall leasers dan CHERRYWOOD

ED EC HEALTH
SPA
,ndo Heo,fldPODI
% ![i !IL iC *
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uruerMium * "e*'> 8enovo1ed
MEMBlnSllr • Hi. Iqulpmml
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630 S. Maple SI. 41V-3S2-937*
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Taking a closer look at BG's region
SCOUTING, FROM PAGE 9

&)Vanderbi!t 20-10(^6)
—After getting handled in
the second round of the SEC
tournament by Georgia, 6947, the Commodores will
try to make some noise in
the Big Dance. Their first
round game is against 9 seed
Louisville (19-9) on March
18.
Did You Know?: The
Commodores are second to
only the LSU Tigers in the
SEC in field goal percentage.
Vandy shoots 48% as a team.
9.) Louisville 19-9 (10-6) —
The Cardinals were bounced
early in the Big East tournament, losing to West Virginia
54-45 in the first round. They
will try to erase that memory
March 18 when they take on
8 seed Vandcrbilt (20-10) in
the first round of the NCAA
tourney.
Did You Know?: As a team,
Louisville is ranked fourth
in the Big East in defensive
rebounds, pulling down
26.14 per game.
10.) Old Dominion 22-8
(17-1) — Winners of four of
their last five games, including the Colonial Athletic
Association championship
game, the Monarchs want to
keep the momentum going,
and will try to do so March
19 when they play their
first round opponent, 7 seed
George Washington (22-8).
Did You Know?: The Lady
Monarchs will be making
their 15th NCAA tournament
appearance in a row and
their 23rd overall. This is less

than only two teams all time,
Tennessee and Louisiana
Tech.
ll.)TCU 18-11 (11-5)
— The Texas Christian
University Lady Horned
Frogs, after winning their
first conference tournament
game against Wyoming
on March 9, 63-55, lost the
very next day to eventual
Mountain West Conference
champion BYU, 63-53.
The Horned Frogs will
look to get back on track
in the first round of March
Madness against 6 seed
Texas A&M (23-8) on
March 19.
Did You Know?: TCU is
second in the MWC in
total scoring, averaging
68.3 points a game.
13.) Missouri State 17-14
(7-11) —MSU, even with
their disappointing conference and overall records,
won an NCAA tournament bid by beating four
teams in four days to take
home the Missouri Valley
Conference championship.
The Lady Bears will try
to stay in the win column
when they go up against 4
seed Purdue (24-6) in their
first round game on March
19.
Did You Know?: Senior
guard Kari Koch leads the
MVC in scoring, pouring
in 20.5 points per game.
14.) Dartmouth 23-6
(12-2) —The Big Green
secured their 14 seeding
with their victory in the
Ivy League Conference

Falcon coach
an energetic
perfectionist

Golfers look
forward to
practice, rest

MILLER. FROM PAGE 9

GOLF. FROM PAGE 9

responds well and the players are
some of his biggest fans. He is
very emotional and &ank about
the way his team plays. Miller is
always pacing the sideline and
stomping his foot to get his players' attention when they are doing
things wrong.
"He's really fun and energetic
and pushes you to be the best,''
junior Carin Home said, smiling.
"He's a big perfectionist so if you
mess up he goes crazy, he's a great
coach."
A great motivator, Miller has
given his team many reasons to
win. He has iaspired his players to
be the best by believing in them.
"He always has faith in us no
matter what." said junior Ali Mann.
"If you're struggling he'll keep ninning plays to help you out"
Some people wonder how he
does what he does, but it's actually
quite simple.
"We have the best locker room
and championships are won in
the locker room."

that we have no problem with
playing in harder conditions."
"I think our biggest problem right now is just learning
how to score again," Lopez
said. "With the long winter
layoff we all can still hit the
shots it is just that scoring
ability that is taking a little
longer to come back. The
southern teams have it since
they have played all winter
and we are still searching for
it. Right now we are turning
even parroundsinto76'swith
our silly mistakes. When we
eliminate our mistakes I think
we are going to surprise some
people."
Luckily for the Falcons, they
will not have to deal with the
southern teams as much as
they will be up north in the
Marshall Invitational on April
7 and 8 which will give the
Falcons a chance to rest and
get more practice in.

BG looks to regroup
BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 10

"It's got to be a blue collar
team, we have to come prepared
to every game," he said.
Another thing they need is
some continuity in the lineup.
Schmitz explained that he was
playing everybody in Florida, giving the younger guys and players
returning from injury a chance
to prove themselves. He said he
would Stan working on solidifying a lineup immediately so
that every player knows his role
before the team starts league play
next Friday at Eastern Michigan.
The pitching rotation is also a
big question mark right now.
"Alan Brech is definitely our
number one, the rest we're not
sure about yet." Schmitzsaid. "We

need to get some guys cemented
in there fairly quickly."
The Falcons (6-6) are currently
in second place in the MAC East
behind Kent State (7-5) and in
front of Akron (5-7).
The Falcons were set to try to
end their losing streak yesterday
at Wright State but the game was
canceled due to rain and poor
field conditions.
This means they will have to
wait a few more days to see if
the changes made this week will
translate into wins. They travel
to Evansville, Ind. to take on
the Purple Aces in a three game
series this weekend. Evansville
(8-9) would also be coming into
the weekend with a six game losing streak if they lose their game
last night against Louisville.

tournament over Princeton.
63-48 on March 12. Their
first round game is against
3 seed Rutgers (25-4) on
March 19.
Did You Know?:
Dartmouth is tops in the
Ivy League from three
point range, shooting 40%
from behind the arc.
15.) Army 20-10 (11-3)
Fresh olT their Patriot
League conference championship win over Holy
Cross, 69-68. the Black
Knights will head off to the
March Madness fray when
they match up with 2 seed
Tennessee (28-4) on March
19.
Did You Know?: Army is
first in the Patriot league in
scoring, dropping 68 points

a game.
16.) I ( Riverside 16-14
(7-7) — Despite the poor
Big West Conference
record, the Highlanders
were able to secure their
first ever NCAA tournament bid when they won
their conference championship game over UC Santa
Barbara. 59-58 on March
II. Riverside will look
to have at least one more
dance when they head into
the first round to try and
upset the 1 seed. North
Carolina (29-1). on March
18.
Did You Know?: The
Highlanders hold their
opponents to 62.6 points
per game, which is second
in the Big West.
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Don't forget to fill out your NCAA brackets before
2 p.m. Thursday for a chance to win prizes below.
Brackets can be printed off Web sites such as SI
or CNN. Turn them in to the BG News, 210 West
Hall and let the madness begin!

GRAND PRIZE
Win a S60 Gift Certificate
from Campus Pollyeyes

-ii
-ii

SECOND PRIZE
Win a BGSU
Sweatshirt valued
at S40

UMIVinSITV

bookstore1

THIRD PRIZE
Win a S2S Gift
Certificate from
Main Street BG

-ii
-7

f~>
- l
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Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING1 up to $300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

"Houses Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry «C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E Merry
2bdrm 304E.Cour1Up.326 Leroy Dn
Apts.1 & 2 bdrm 316 S 311 E Merry
♦ More see Cartyrentals com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Apis & rms. avail now. low as $199

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

THE WORLD HAS HAD ENOUGH
ol hunger, injustice and war.
An extraordinary, enlightened
World Teacher is here to help
Learn more: 888-242-8272
'Share-International org.

Personals
ALL-YOU CAN-EAT soup, salad
and breadsticks M - F 11 - 2
$5.25 at CAMPUS POLLYEYES

Wanted
Graduation tickets, willing to pay.
S25ea Price negotiable.
Call Brett Troyan 740-503-8068
Summer sublsr wanted Copper
Beech Townhomes 1-4 bdrm. unit.
Personal bdrm & bath Furnished.
Interne! 8 cable included Deposit 8
renl negotiable 419-203-0580

Help Wanted
PLAY SPORTS1 HAVE FUN' SAVE
MONEY1 Maine camp needs 'un
loving counselors to teach all activities Great summer1 Car 888-8448080. apply: campcedar com
Attention: Needed At Once lo earn
$1600 mo No experience necessary
training is provided. Immediate
Spring Break & Summer work is
available Scholarships & paid
internship programs available with
this company Apply now to hold
this position. Call now for interview

419-354 2069
Full and Part-Time positions
available tor lawn maintenance
(419)354-1923

AWESOME SUMMER JOB! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - ChiWrens'
sleep-away camp. Northeast Pennsylvania (6/17- 8/13/06) If you love
children and want a caring, tun
environment we need Counselors
and Program Directors tor: Tennis.
Swimming (W.S.I, preferred). Golf.
Gymnastics, Cheerleadmg. Drama.
High & Low Ropes. Team Sports.
Waterskiing. Sailing, Painting/Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen. Printmakmg. Batik. Jewelry. Calligraphy.
Photography. Sculpture. Guitar,

400 counselors/instructors needed*
Coed summer camp in Poconos. PA
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan com

Avail Aug. 15, 2006 1 bdrm apt443 N Enterprise 2 bdrm apt- 112
Ridge St 686-4651. 419-308-2458

Summer Camp Counselor for children w disabilities Must have strong
work ethic & be interested in making
a difference in the life of a child. $7$11 hr.. 35 ntVwk. summer only. 5
sites in Summit County. OH. Must
enjoy outdoor activities. Visit
www.akroncyo.org to download an
application from the Job Opportunibeslink. EOE.
Summer Job 4 Internship Fair
Wednesday, March 22, noon-4:00
Student Union Ballroom
Over 50 companies recruiting!

419-352-7691

4 BR 2 BATH HOUSE @ 1220 E.
WOOSTER AVAIL 5/20/06
1200/MO • UTIL. 419-352-1104.

Available August 15. 2006.
The lollowing 3 bedroom houses
are in excellent condition
and all dose to BGSU.
127 Georgia Ave
718 Third St
226 E Merry
220 Dill St
218 Dill St
202 E. Merry
227 E Reed
606 Filth St
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458
for information.

1
7
11
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
26
27
28
30
31
35
36
38
39
42
44

Gratuity dispenser
Minstrel's ballads
Mass vestment
Moonstruck
_ Roberts University
"A Boy Named
" (Cash hit)
Circumvents
Yorkshire river
Chasing game
Trustworthy
With 31A. trustworthy
1990 Swayze film
Ice cream dipper
Creative spark
Panky's partner
See23A
Benz ending?
Hopscotch
Jay follower
With 50A, trustworthy
Me tool
Genetic comparisons

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES with
the area's fastest growing music
school. AH instruments & early childhood music teachers are needed.
Excellent pay. professional
environment. 419-878-0380 or
www.OhioMusicSchools com'jobs
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Brand new apt in walking distance
Irom campus 1 bdrm, Ig living
room, no pets, off street parking
$450/mo. Available now.

Great house.& location. 3/5 bdrm.
3 bath large yard.. 2 car garage,
patio, AC. W/D. 353-7374.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10 -2 M - F
www.bgapartments.com

Houri: 11am - 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery 1tam-9ftm Monday - Saturday

For Rent

For Rent

LG 2 BR TOWNHOUSE. VAULTED
CEILINGS. SPIRAL STAIRCASE.
GARAGE, DWASH. A/C
CALL 419-352-1104.

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, trom 8/15/06-8(15/07. Rent
is S350/month ♦ utilities. Call Kristi
tor details at 419-494-6911

Marten Rentals - 352-3445.
• 2 bdrm lurn apts - 704 5th
" leases lor summer only. 9 mo. & yr
• 2 bdrm unturn 710 7th St
■ 601 Third 1 bdrm lor grad studts
• Very nice large house avail May
One 3 bdrm.& one 4 bdrm. houses.
1 bdrm apt. All avail May 1 yr lease
Close to campus 419-787-7577.

Bowling Green Village 352-6335

(Located in Big Lots Plaza)
419-352-9259
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PASTA & SUBS

www bgapartments com

Call now and ask about our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.

834 S. Main st BG

ANSWERS
IN

1432 E. Wmtir. BS

BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 + gas elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

Close to campus. $490 mo plus all
util. Small pets OK w/dep Available
immed., May or Aug. 419-409-1110.

Apply Weds 3/15 through
Fri 3/17 from 8am-4pm

Influence
Laugh at a joke, e.g.
See 39A
Trustworthy
"Much _ about Nothing"
On the peak of
Lake source of the Mississippi|
Daystar
Rajah's mate
Gods' beverage
Kickoff need
Out-back building
Author Graham

delivery aval table -

419-654-5716

'art-time sales clerk positions
available. 14-27 hours per
/veek. Must be friendly, neat,
lonest, dependable, good
/vork ethic, desire steady
jmplyment throught the year
& be available weekends &
>ome weeknights

45
47
50
51
54
55
56
60
61
62
63
64
65

prise
40 Structure with a keystone
41 Weeping
42 More stocky
43 Go faster than
45 Philip of TV's "Kung
Fu"
46 Secret writing
47 Facetious tribute
48 Embody with
49 Set things right
50 To one's liking
52 Flaming Gorge state
53 Corn bread
57 Canonized Mile.
58 Half a dance?
59 Have life?

(419) 352-4663

419-352 6948

Is a Popular, Fun, Friendly
Family owned business

IMOMhfc
(Mittiin miMjirmi lo («*>)

ACROSS

937-307-0905

3 bdrm, 1 bath, close to campus.
pets ok $900'mo utilities

mis nun MM

I NKKHH u y io JfMdmfflG nowdvaildbJc
Prkmafwta
6-9-IZHmh
mUS
taftMUIr

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm 8 studio starling at $355
419-352 0590
317 Manville Ave. 1 bdrm. apt.
Ouiel surroundings. $335 per mo.
plus gas & elec Need sublsr for
smr. May Aug Contact Lindsay

Responsible, creative student to
babysit & play w' children ages 4. 8.
& 11. in Perrysburg. for summer.
Weekdays only, lull time
419-874-2670

1 "Whether _ nobler..."
2 John Hancock medium?
3 Tire pressure meas.
4 Had a portion (of)
5 Inevitable deterioration
6 Keep house
7 Puts aboard
8 Diva's song
9 Fish story
10 Horse-drawn vehicles
11 Jet son's dog
12 Island feasts
13 Father
21 Sense organ
22 Sign of spring
23 Hearth remains
'24 Meager
25 Hopeless case
28 Valuable connections
29 Susan of "LA. Law"
31 Legendary Giant
32 Giraffe cousin
33 Actor Novarro
34 Fizzling out
36 Woods' org.
37 Exclamations of sur-

12 mo. avail.in May. VWD. C'A. 1 1/2
baths. 4 bdrm . 2 car garage.$1350
mo. plus dep. 419-836-7674 or
419-360-6060.

Aerobics. Self-Defence. Video. Piano. Oner staff: Administrative. CDL
Driver (81+), Nurses (RN's and
Nursing Sudenis). Bookkeeper
Mothers' Helper. On campus Interviews March 22nd. Select The
Camp That Selects The Best Stall1
Call 1-800-279-3019 or apply online
at www.campwaynegirls.com

pg^gy^ti

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor 5 bdrm. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
$255 mo includes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message.

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House.
$275 mo. ♦ utilities. 330-701-8575
Sublsrs. needed May-Aug. 2 bdrm..
1 5 bath, close to campus W/D.
D/W. huge bdrms. $277 ea. room
419-310-0005 or dgottfr@bgsu.edu
Suited lor Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired

For Rent
Suited for Grad Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
419-354-6036
Ouiet Tenants Desired
Summer rmtes. needed. Fully lurn.
3 bdrms.. 2 baths. Close to campus.
$400 mo. incl. util. 419-262-1368.

Three Bedroom Houses tor Rent
12 mo lease - starting May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $690 + util.
605 5th St. A - $699 * util
609 5th St. - $900 t util
419-352-8917
Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

(419)352-5523
Roommate needed May 06-07
Close to campus.
Call 216-789-7200.

1-Z-3 Bedroom Apartments

NOW LEASING 2006-2007
Georgetown Manor 800 3* St.

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans

f* Still looking for a home next year? |
»■ .-<*
Check out this selection:

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio

1 & ? Bedroom Aportments
Parking and Laundry Forililies
Ga\ Water, & Sewer paid.

The "Blue House" 616 P> St.

• Spacious kitchen

1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

• Pets welcome!

133'AH. Church St.
-FREE HEA1

]

■'17 tN
□ ■

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

M1HFTHST: - TWO BEDROOM UNFURNISHED APARTMENTS

5071. MtRHY ST: LARGE 1W0 BEDROOM FURNISHED

WITH BALCONIES AND PATIOS. FREEWATERANDSEWER.

APARTMENTS ACROSS FROM CAMPUS LAUNDRY ON SHE.

IFNAN1 PAYS ELECTRIC AND GAS. LAUNDRY ON SITE

TENANT PAYS ELECTRIC.

309 HIGH ST- IW0 HIDR00M UNFURNISHED/FURNISHED

S20I.HEJPST: - LARGE TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED

APARTMENTS. FREEWATERANDSEWER. TENANT PAYS

APARTMENTS ACROSS FROM CAMPUS. LAUNDRY ON SITE.

ELECTRIC AND S30 MONTHLY FOR UNLIMITED GAS. LAUNDRY

FREE WAIER AND SEWER. TENANT PAYS ELECTRIC.

2 Bedroom Upper Duplex
Downtown, Newly Remodeled
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

Route Delivery S Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00 $12.00+Per Hwr
Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer

www.homecltvice.com
Lock in your summer job now!

CONTACT LUCIE 419-354-9740

1-800-899-8070

709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS

ON SITE.

NEWIPVE

Stop by or Call us at: • (419) 352-5620

Ken tu Is
132 S. Main
fowling Green

www.newloverentals.tom
newloveinfo-i new1overenlali.com

419-353-7715 t=J
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$5007month Full Year Lease

('nrmiAv /'S 4*;i--4i-l
906 INTKRN1A11- IIRIV1
K.\H l5-><ornyriif I-75 »nd HI u*

AI.I. STADIUM SKATING

i- ........ available f«.r i... 11..1...
1
- or -..,.,II urinipi
I .ill for ... r.,,.,,.[...,,
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
I-.II

FAILURE 10 L>UKCHire-ll| 1 30 4 15110 9 40
THE PINK PANTHER IPCI1.45 4 30 7 00 9:30
CURIOUS OE0RCE (01 1 00 305510 7:15
FIREWALL IrS-Ul
9 20
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPIS-111
I 00
3105207309:40
THE SHA00100G|PC)I245 300515 7:30945
THE HILLS HAVE EVESim I 45 4 20 7 CO 9 30
AQUAMARINE (PGI
145415700930
18 BLOCKS IPO-Ill
130 4 30 7 15 945
MADEA'S FAMILY REUNION iPC-ui
1 45
4 30 7 00 9 30
• UlIRAWIOLETirS-llii 10320530740950
DATE MOVIE (P»-«|: 15 3 20 5 25 7 30 935
EI0HT8EL0W(P6|
'3O4I57O0940

/,„,//„„ 6

4*3-2861

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

Management Inc
wwvy.meccabq.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
«

• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• vvww.meccabg.com

FRIDAY SI VIMYAJJ SMIV Ml SIKIHStl 5<l

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007

UNDERWORLD: EVOLUTION(R) 4 00 7 00 930
THE RINGER ire 13)
5 10 710 9:20
FUN WITH DICK 1 JANC|PG-I]|5 20 7 20 9 30
YOURS. MINE AND 0URS|P6|5 10 7.10 9 10
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET Of
FIRE (PC 131
415 7 30
CHICKEN LrTUFtf)
£00700900

— Stop by office for listing! —

834 S Main SI. IG
llaacaled by Blocabnslrt vtfteol

419352-925!

f

THE
TANNING
CENTER

32 ROOM^ AvtAjUble..

No HKMOX Fees No Credit Cud ft*Y|uin>d

er T
419- 352-3588 L "«—*l0 »">P«»
S0UTHSIOE LAUNDROMAT

1045 N

Mom Suite 7B

Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419 353 5800
info@mecccibg cfcim

(419)352-1150

. s iMd*. 2 boothi
L iWt. MRMRMR

THE WASH HOUSE
248 M Main
r 17 tills. 2 booths
419-354-1559
L no tppl. netdad

JJ

i 2 FREE VISITS
I With any 10 visit
; package purchase
•xp. 3/31/0*

1 MONTH
In the standard beds
only $25. £„
'JSkJUHQt.

THE HUT

993 S Main
419-353-8826

or Steve at
^

p lotions always

25% off!

